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Notice
This book does not  

offer medical advice. 

Get that from a trained 

professional who carefully 

examines and listens to you.

Use this book only if  

you take full responsibility  

for what you put in your head  

and what you put in your mouth.



Part 1: 
Set the 
Table
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[1] Foreword: Backward!

this book invites a return to the diet of the dawn 

of humanity, to whole, raw and probiotic foods and 

the health and consciousness benefits they enable. 

it provides landmarks and directions for any of us in-

terested in transitioning to whole, raw and probiotic 

foods in either the animal or vegetable kingdoms and 

provides maps of the areas thru which we may pass.

the internet is abuzz with testimonials of folks 

who switched to a raw diet and cured disease, switched 

to a raw diet and relieved long-term complaints, or 

switched to a raw diet and left the addiction cycle of 

prescription medication. popular culture is catching 

up, practically, with information available from the 

anthropological and medical literature for nearly a 

century: that humans on exclusively raw food diets 

exhibit close to zero degenerative disease.

this book references this literature in synopsiz-

ing how the sea of contemporary physiological com-

plaints and diseases fit an articulate pattern of mal-

nutrition. more elaborately, this book provides direc-

tions for making a transition to whole, raw and probi-

otic food from any number of starting points within 

the range of common contemporary diets. because 

transition is often more emotional than mechanical, 

this book is a guidebook to an emotional landscape, 

illuminated with the insights of metaphysical tradi-

tions which have used food strategically for millen-

nia as a means for total perceptual renovation.
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this guidebook attempts to familiarize the user 

with the process with which we are moving thru the 

landscape of our own perception; the emotional pro-

cess which prompts the product of our lives. rather 

than a «diet» book this is a «try it» book for those of 

us willing to explore physiological renewal and per-

ceptual enhancement. the structure provided here 

echoes the wisdom of cultures worldwide: it asserts 

that the quality of the life force we ingest shapes 

the quality of the life force we experience. altho 

there is no single program or plan here, there are 

guided transitions for those of us who desire them, 

and every food mentioned is evaluated on the basis 

of its foul, dysbiotic, biostatic, bioactive or actively 

probiotic effect on our organism: recipes are grad-

ed f to a; and each includes medicinal properties or 

applications. 

while this clinical, practical scale drives the con-

tour mapping of the contents of this book, the high-

lighting and shading seem necessarily emotional and 

metaphysical: as we leave the diet of civilization we 

move into terrain described more often in religious 

and mystical texts, a range of events and range of 

perception unrestricted by the story of the five sens-

es or the boundaries of «reality» language tends to 

enforce. our emotional content becomes an increas-

ingly prominent feature within the composition of 

our perception — a data stream providing meaning-

ful information about our course of action and the 

inner patterns which drive our activity. metaphysical 

explanations allow us to integrate and contextual-

ize our broadening experience productively.
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since civilization began, humanimals have looked 

for a way back out of it, and into the life we had be-

fore. seekers, mystics and religious practitioners 

have searched for what we have collectively lost, in 

the hopes that that something can be found. by emu-

lating religious and traditional people, we too can 

discover that there was something there worth find-

ing, and that that something can be found. and we too 

can discover that something is an emotional setting, 

a center from which our perception proceeds.

this book invites an awareness that primitive hu-

mans embodied. it invites realizations about unity 

which science is just beginning to describe coher-

ently, but which religious visionaries have described 

for millennia. it invites a resolution of religious and 

scientific worldviews thru a practical activity which 

develops the understanding that all perception in-

volves the perception of energy, and that qualitative 

variations in that perception produce quantitative 

differences in the events we observe.

emotion is energy in motion. we sense it, radiate it, 

motivate and navigate with it. emotion tells us what 

to do and how to be. emotion drives our rationality 

— the ratios of meaning and importance we apply in 

organizing our perception. it assigns conceptions, ar-

ranges our beliefs and assembles our reality.

changing our diet changes the emotional center 

from which our perception proceeds: plans which 

were vague become clear; others assumed obvious 

are dropped. familiar maps and schedules no longer 

apply; new directions and purposes appear. we blink 

and the world seems different; we blink and we are 
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different.

some of us invite this change, and some of us find 

ourselves in the midst of it, without knowing how we 

got there or where we are going. some of us stand 

outside of it and watch one-in-other, or ourselves, 

become different people. wherever we are, inside or 

outside this process, we have the choice of seeing a 

larger pattern thru which we are moving; a pattern 

thru which others have moved, and from which we 

too shall pass; a path back to the original, the es-

sential, the basic, the pure.religio — the word from 

which «religion» descends —means to make straight, 

to align. 

religion was once, and can still be, a means of 

aligning with the patterns from which we have di-

verged; a means of living in harmony with the whole; 

a means of finding an emotional center, a guiding 

feeling, from which our actions may authentically 

unfold.as something we practice every day, eating 

can be a form of religion, a way of straightening out 

our lives. melting the ice of our own perception may 

require more than agitation — it may require under-

standing, humor, innovation and persistence. it may 

require the willingness to keep moving, keep chang-

ing and keep eating, while noticing and accepting our-

selves in an expanding context.

a friend used to come home from school and eat a 

whole coffee cake; today he eats no sugar or grain 

products. a friend used to eat only fruit and vegeta-

bles; today they are less than 5% of her diet. a friend 

used to eat meat every day; and, then for ten years, he 

ate none at all. now he eats it again: raw. 
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strip the labels off of what we’re doing, and we 

are simply doing. strip the labels off of how we’re be-

ing, and we are simply being. strip the nouns and ad-

jectives out of language and we are left with verbs: 

actions. choices. we each choose our degree of satis-

faction with living. we each choose what feels good, 

or what feels better, and discover how and when 

what feels good to us is good for us.

choosing what we eat and choosing what we believe 

seem similar: both are investments and both earn 

interest. eating garbage food leaves us dazed and 

passive. quality eating leaves us active and awake. 

garbage beliefs leave us lost in an endless cycle of 

justifications. useful beliefs empower us to act.

civilized food prompts civilized perception. what if 

civilization is 90% rationalization? what if history is 

a myth, and mythology is our history? what if disease 

and senility are a product of a denatured diet, and 

eternal youth is as close as changing it? what if medi-

cal expertise on diet is mostly wrong and instinctual 

understanding mostly right? what if we are each com-

pletely empowered to navigate back to health, back to 

harmony, back to the garden?

as it was in the beginning so shall it be in the end. 

to find out if these beliefs earn interest, step up to 

the plate.

mo lohaus
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[2] Personal Introduction

i have written this book in order to distill a se-

ries of experiences, to plot a map useful to any of us 

crossing similar terrain, and to facilitate the alle-

viation of unnecessary suffering. this book attempts 

to reconcile and fuse understandings of the physical 

and metaphysical thru direct experience: yours, as 

the reader and participant.

by using the map here you may learn, as i have, that 

the teachings of mystics and the religiously devout 

are in fact practical means to real world ends — 

whose consequences include the complete renewal 

of our bodies, and the opening of doors to broader 

experiences. by dedicating our efforts to our own 

health and growth we instigate our own transforma-

tion and a transformation of the world thru which 

we pass, into one of health, happiness, meaning, and 

miracles.

this book proceeds from my personal experience: 

growing up sickly and limited with the «best medical 

care» civilization can offer, and narrowly escaping 

bleeding to death on prescription medication in my 

late teens, in 1988. my experience seems exceptional: 

not only was i fully insured, both of my parents were 

highly respected medical practitioners: my father 

taught part-time at what is often considered the best 

medical school on earth: johns hopkins university; my 

step-mother, beginning as her own receptionist, built 

the largest physical therapy practice in the state. 
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on family vacations i remember meeting, synchronis-

tically, their clients; client after client was com-

pletely grateful for the care that they had received.

my parents lovingly and consistently cared for 

me, and were conscientious about my care. i had ac-

cess, thru professional courtesy and their profes-

sional contacts, to specialists, and never lacked for 

medical attention. because my parents were impec-

cable with me, and, professionally, in their pursuit 

of on-going learning, i have been compelled to look 

at the shortfalls of the system in which they were 

trained, the belief systems and operative stories of 

«modern medicine» as a whole, and the peer-reviewed 

feedback loop currently focusing medical thought 

and practice.

in 1994, my uncle sent me a book: healing with 

whole foods: oriental traditions and modern nutri-

tion, by paul pitchford. this encyclopedic volume syn-

opsizes and renders accessible the lessons of three 

thousand years of taoist medicine and contextualizes 

them within contemporary medical understandings 

of diet, disease and nutrition. this book opened the 

depth of field of my medical thinking, while keeping 

all objects, western and material or eastern and 

spiritual, in focus.

traditional chinese medicine, the core of this tao-

ist legacy, until recently followed a meaningful 

therapeutic progression: heal with food. heal with 

activity. heal with manipulation. heal with herbs. 

heal with acupuncture. all injuries, diseases and de-

ficiencies were orginally treated with food. only if 

they advanced or proved intractable
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were other, more extreme modalities added to the 

dietary approach.

importantly, taoist medicine also proceeds from 

metaphysical and philosophical understandings of 

natural balances. health can be understood as a 

balance of elemental forces which may be harmo-

nized within our bodies as they are within the natu-

ral world around us. unlike conventional western 

medicine, the emphasis is neither on specific disease 

symptoms, nor on specific

microbiological agents believed to be responsible 

for disease; the understanding of the internal hu-

man ecosystem, the health of the internal human 

ecosystem,

and the balancing of the internal human ecosys-

tem are the focus of activity.

in 1994 i was already heavily involved in balanc-

ing my internal ecosystem. i was vegan. i had been 

been vegetarian for six years and had had a serious 

yoga practice for that time. i had been completely 

immersed in toltec teachings, the indigenous meta-

physics of central america, for four, and had been 

doing zen, buddhist and taoist meditation practices 

daily for two. healing with whole foods offered me 

another instrument set for adjusting my own inter-

nal ecosystem; a precise and elaborate body of infor-

mation for further fine-tuning my own health and 

consciousness.

to preface this, by 1990 i had bottomed out. in 1988 

i had nearly bled to death and was severely weakened. 

in 1990 i made love for the first time, and my health 

and worldview began to collapse: the merging of my 
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emotional, energetic, sensory body with another had 

opened me to a huge field of perception which i had 

previously supressed. i was no longer a contained 

field of consciousness and intention; perceptually 

and motivationally i was significantly susceptible to 

the thoughts and feelings of those around me.

for me adopting «spiritual practices» had been a 

matter of survival — a means of orienting my con-

sciousness, asserting perceptual sovereignty and mo-

bilizing my body to keep functioning. i had been suf-

ficiently frail as a child that caffeine, tobacco, al-

cohol and other drugs were never an option — i used 

alcohol and coffee a handful of times, tobacco and 

other drugs never. by 1990 i was feeling my frailty 

with a new intensity, losing whatever physiological 

buffer i had had before becoming vegetarian. i lost 

18 pounds in the first months of being vegetarian, in

1988, and had been uncomfortably thin before 

that.

so in 1994 i integrated the taoist dietary knowl-

edge into a manifold daily routine of conscious self-

care; i began practicing exacting taoist food combin-

ing, refining my digestion. at this point any modifica-

tions of lifestyle which allowed me to feel better 

were welcome. i followed the taoist advice, like the 

toltec, to the letter.

in 1995 i enrolled in heartwood institute, largely 

in order to have daily contact with paul pitchford, 

and to study with him. there i studied and was certi-

fied in neo-reichian massage — based on the works 

of wilhelm reich, a ground- breaking metaphysi-

cian, physician and physicist, polarity therapy — the 
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catalytic fusion of esoteric medicines developed by 

naturopath, osteopath and chiropractor randolph 

stone, and shiatsu — the hands-on application of tao-

ist medicine articulated in japan in the past century. 

i further developed my yoga practice and learned tai 

chi as well.

leaving heartwood in late summer 1996, i moved to 

the bay area and opened a healing practice in berke-

ley. i was, in my activity and worldview, living like a 

medicine man. by 1998 i was still vegan, still taoist, 

now eating only raw, sprouted and cultured food. i 

had heard from the taoists: for your healing to be 

complete you will adopt the diet of your ancestors, 

who ate their food raw and whose bodies produced 

great heat.

by 1998 my inner voice told me that it was time to 

return to the animal kingdom. i was chewing every 

morsel of food to textureless liquid; using every 

molecule efficiently. my inner voice told me that i 

could now accept the gift of the animal kingdom with-

out waste. my body needed it: i was doing three to five 

hours of yoga a day, 350 days a year, just keep my body 

mobile enough to work. my bodily substance [yin] was 

severely depleted.

a friend took me out to sushi and the chi tingled 

thru me and around me incredibly. another friend 

told me the story of someone like me who had been 

vegan for years, also deteriorating physically, a 

seeker for years, who had

gone out to the desert to fast to death: the wolves 

came to him, killed a rabbit, laid it in his lap and urged 

him to eat
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it. he did, and entered a new life, healing others 

with this medicine. i also found a copy of nourishing 

traditions, at this time: a comprehensive guide to tra-

ditional and aboriginal diets which obviate disease. 

every one of them contains raw animal foods.

in 1998, after five years of being vegan, ten veg-

etarian, i made the crossing to raw meat; instinctual-

ly going for the richest nourishment available: raw 

cultured liver. emotionally it reset the parameters 

of possibility for me. the feeling of richness, warmth 

and support which flooded my body had me in tears. 

the earth, the mother, was rich — rich beyond my 

furthest imaginings.  the sense of scarcity, of «never 

enough» which had installed itself over the previ-

ous decade, as i starved in the vegetable kingdom, was 

suddenly, mercifully relieved. i knew, in some direct 

way which had never before been evident, that the 

worldview of indigenous people — which recognizes 

earth as a living entity, a female one, to whom we are 

all children — was accessible, and the too-much-to-

be-hoped for experience of unconditional,love and 

inexhaustible nurturance was at hand.

there were years in which i cried every time i went 

outside; the ambient suffering of the humanimals 

around me was that compelling. as i crossed into nur-

turance it became apparent to me that my feelings for 

others had been the closest i could get to my com-

passion for myself, for my poor, courageous little 

body that was trying to grow and be comfortable. i 

had long known that i was living in an abstraction 

— pulling-away from the action of life, and distill-

ing it into something impersonal. the return to the 
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animal kingdom, and the raw flesh, the raw feelings 

of the animals who gave their bodies to me rendered 

emotional disconnexion and retreat into abstraction 

impossible. eating the raw feelings of beings with 

concentrated consciousness made me recognize those 

feelings within mycells.

thru this i came to recognize a pattern of existen-

tial abstinence in which i had participated, halluci-

nating that if i did no harm, that i was good. it became 

apparent to me at this time that doing little harm is 

merely the beginning, and to zealously, fiercely, pas-

sionately contribute to creation in whatever form 

presents itself is our lot as beings. that which was 

broken in me was emotional as well as physical — ob-

viously, my physicality and emotionality were co-de-

termining — and the unseen topographical features 

of my emotional landscape were shaping my percep-

tion of reality and of my lived possibilities indelibly. 

it became apparent to me that the emotional bleak-

ness i had endured for years were a function of mal-

nutrition, and the emotional borders on the canvas 

of possibility were drawn from a sense of lack.

thru the past seven years i have watched every one 

of my childhood complaints and my medical damage 

heal. i have witnessed similar, remarkable healing in 

many of us who adopt «spiritual» lifestyles and high-

value diets. gratefully i have also witnessed the 

healing of the emotional parameters i had adopted as 

fixed — and dilated into a much richer life of sharing 

and creativity. i am able now, physically and emotion-

ally, to sigh.

this book now allows any of us to complete the 
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process ourselves. its recipes stretch the gamut 

from vegan to carnivore, speaking to any of us ready 

to leave junk food and junk life for something more.
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[3] a brief body history

i include a brief body history to draw more dis-

tinctly some of the pattern of meaning from which 

i work: i was the first born child of my parents. my 

mother was the first child of her parents, and her 

mother was from a rural, whole foods background. 

my father was the second child of his parents, and 

had the nutritional asset of working on a traditional 

dairy farm during summers thru his teens were he had 

access to raw dairy. based on my very hardy parents, 

and long-lived ancestors, i assume i have strong ge-

netic inheritance, strong «ancestral chi». the nutri-

tional assets of parents strongly influence healthy 

childhood development; first-born children tend to 

get the most abundant building materials from their 

parents.

my early traumas included circumcision and vacci-

nation. vaccines have been linked to compromised im-

munity since the 1920s. they introduce pathogens to 

our bodies by unnatural pathways, in concentrations 

and combinations unnatural and overwhelming to 

our immune processes. even the great «successful» 

vaccines of the past century are now in question as 

the commonalities between epidemic «chronic fatigue 

syndrome» — technically a form of myelitis — and 

polio myelitis are being realized. the vast range of 

vaccines and booster shots are now being shown to 

be more disease productive than disease preventive. 

i consider vaccination the first strike against me. i 
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remember as a child looking at my arm after a dpt (dip-

theria, polio, typhus) shot and feeling that this was 

very, very wrong.

my primary childhood illness was chicken pox, 

which i got very severely. i ran a 105 fever for days. 

i had visions of another reality, another group of 

people who were my friends. i have since met these 

people, one at a time, in my life. afterwards i was 

changed. the fever had baked me, and i returned only 

partially to dense reality. my teeth had been baked 

to the bone of my jaw. ten baby teeth, nearly all mo-

lars, had to be surgically removed; often drilled and 

cracked into pieces in order to be pulled, in multiple- 

hour sessions.

taoists recognize that high fever can damage the 

kidneys. the kidneys are considered the roots of the 

body — the capital, the foundation of the yin, the 

bodily substance. they provide cooling fluids which 

soothe the liver and other organs; when damaged or 

disabled, as in high fever, the other organs suffer 

too. kidney damage can be seen in the malformation of 

bones and teeth. liver damage or toxicity can be seen 

in the discoloration of the teeth. in my case, when my 

adult teeth did grow in they were yellow and pitted.

after chicken pox, thru high school, i had fre-

quent respiratory infections, including double pneu-

monia. i remember five cases of bronchitis in a single 

year. i had allergies and near asthmatic shortness 

of breath. in taoist thinking, the kidneys provide the 

fluids that moisten the lungs and generate the circu-

lating energy (wei chi) which protects the body from 

airborne infection.
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i was also frequently constipated. i remember 

pressing myself to the toilet, holding the bottom of 

the bowl for leverage. the kidney fluids lubricate 

the intestines and facilitate easy and succinct bowel 

movements.

i also had cardiac arhytmia, diagnosed as mitral 

valve prolapse. the kidneys provide fluids which cool 

the heart. in cases of kidney weakness a «greedy liver 

steals fluids from her son, the heart».

i also had dry skin, and was constantly using lo-

tions and creams. the kidneys moisten the body.

i became myopic and was prone to muscle strains. 

the liver rules the eyes and sinews.

i was also prone to being physically cold, and gen-

erally had a body temperature one degree below nor-

mal; the kidneys are referred to as the «the temple 

of fire and water» and are responsible not only for 

regulating bodily fluids, but also warming the body.

tho i ate and exercised much, i was unable to de-

velop much muscle mass : the kidney chi supports the 

spleen-pancreas chi which allows us to build body 

mass from food.

sexually, i was inactive till my twenties. i did not 

masturbate. my few close calls with sexuality, in 

which my body prepared for union, left me doubled 

over and motionless with pain. the kidneys rule 

the sexual organs and reproduction. in my cases of 

almost-sexuality i assumed i was experiencing some-

thing normal; i assumed i had «blue balls». altho i did 

not masturbate, i was prone to nocturnal emission, 

and later, to premature emission; both signs of weak 

kidneys.

the kidneys are understood to govern our 
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endurance. attending highschool i trained with 

weights and running all fall and winter to prepare 

for lacrosse season. i had

played lacrosse for four years, loved it, and had 

excellent skills. tho i had plenty of heart, recognized 

by the varsity captain, i didn’t have the endurance to 

make even the junior varsity team. my lung capacity 

was restricted. swimming was particularly difficult 

for me. several times after swimming intensely i 

«strained my lungs». this was diagnosed as irritation 

of the costrochondrital junctions — the soft tissue 

areas between the ribs. i was usually given bedrest 

for a day or two.

if i had been in the care of a taoist physician my 

symptom base may have been writing on the wall — 

easily recognized and productively treated with diet, 

herbs and acupuncture. to «modern medicine» it was 

a disjointed series of complaints treated mostly with 

symptom suppression: my pitted teeth were coated 

with plastic veneers. my respiratory infections were 

suppressed with antibiotics. my heart condition got 

me prophylactic antibiotics during dental work. my 

dry skin got me steroid creams. my allergies got me 

an air filter and dust covers for my bed and pillow. 

my constipation was never recognized. nor my endur-

ance, reproduction or breathing issues.

in short, my experience with «modern medicine» 

was that it was acontextual: it referred to a physical 

organism which was the context of its activity, yet 

did not seem to have an overview of organ function 

interrelation or etiology of dysfunction based on 

their interplay. ideation around dysfunction tended 
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to focus on the presence of specific microbes, hor-

monal instigation of tissue activity, or the mechanics 

of tissue function.

as i grew up, i had no ideation around a systemic 

cause of my series of ills. though thin, and unable 

to build much muscle mass — and physically slow — 

out of focus temporally — i appeared normal, and 

was largely unrestricted in doing what normal kids 

do. academically i was successful, and socially well-

liked, and well cared for by friends.

during high school, and in college i was extremely 

disciplined in running, working out and stretching. i 

did everything i could to be healthy and strong. sum-

mers i spent hiking, biking and canoeing at outdoor 

leadership camp, where i later worked. in college i 

ran, swam, cross- country skied or biked several days 

a week, at my own easy pace. i liked physicality, and did 

everything i could to be physically strong.

playing ultimate frisbee in college i injured a knee 

stepping in a hole. for this i saw a doctor and was 

prescribed twelve aspirin, three times a day. «if your 

head starts ringing, drop down to eight,» he said. 

then, almost as an afterthought: «when you refill 

the prescription, get buffered, so you don’t upset 

your stomach.»

i had rock-steady digestion. i hadn’t vomited in 

nearly ten years and seemed impervious to digestive 

upset. if he had said «get buffered, so you don’t burn 

a hole thru your stomach without feeling it, then 

bleed to death» i would have better understood.

i did drop down to eight when my head started ring-

ing, but it was during final exams and the college 
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bookstore had only regular aspirin. i didn’t feel i had 

the time to walk to town and get buffered. i didn’t 

notice any upset in my stomach at all, tho my feces 

turned black and tar-like.

that’s what blood looks like after we partially 

digest it: the aspirin burnt a hole thru my duodenum 

thru which i lost about half my blood.

my friends heard my head hit the bathroom floor 

and noticed i was white. they drove me to the doctor 

who, after one look at me, put me in the back of his 

pick-up truck and drove me to the hospital. after get-

ting lots of saline and two units of blood — i was 

estimated to have lost more than four out of ten — i 

felt better. my father flew out within hours.

the doctor who had prescribed me the aspirin was 

the partner of the doctor who took me to the hospi-

tal. he popped his head in to my hospital room when i 

was there, apparently not knowing why i was there. 

«how’s your knee?» he asked, smiling.

this incident sums up modern medicine for me in 

many ways. the guy was good-natured, well-meaning, 

and totally clueless. when i mentioned the incident 

to my father, and used the word «quack», he got really 

angry and defensive. this experience too, stayed with 

me indelibly — it said to me that there was some un-

resolved emotional content or vulnerability around 

the practice of medicine and model of care.

technically, i had had a bleeding ulcer. i was given 

ulcer medicine, which did not work. both american and 

european medicine didn’t work. the «success rate» for 

the american medicine was listed as 75%, but the «re-

currence rate» was admitted to be more than 50%; the 
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adjusted success rate was less than 37.5%. i ran into 

this sort of sleight of hand repeatedly with medical 

literature.

instinctually i became vegetarian and the pain in 

my gut subsided. i became vegetarian just as i began 

cooking for myself, and i had no idea of the impor-

tance of protein or fat. i was swimming and playing 

ultimate frisbee a lot. i lost eighteen pounds in the 

first few months and developed a severe sinus and re-

spiratory infection which laid me up for weeks. i was 

severely dehydrated and respired poorly. instinctu-

ally i began eating volumes of cheese, which allowed 

me to breathe better. i was in europe and much of it 

was raw.

the following year, i fell in love and began making 

love, and my entire metabolism changed. it was like i 

was in a charmed and magical dream. i barely slept. 

i just stayed awake, caressing her as she slept. my 

lymph glands swelled up. i was tested for mononu-

cleosis / epstein barr: negative. the lovemaking lasted 

only a month or two, then i graduated from college 

and in early summer it was over. i still couldn’t sleep 

and eventually began masturbating compulsively in 

order to sleep. i was exercising a lot. my cardiac ar-

hythmia became so pronounced i went to a hospital 

for tests, and quit masturbating.

my sleep cycles remained disturbed. i frequently 

would write until three or four in the morning. the 

operative stories of reality, in which we pretend that 

what we say is real, is real, had lost their currency. i 

became aware of one-in-other’s emotional undertones 

in a new way. i began to notice sadness, frustration, 
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and despair, broadly distributed. suddenly the world 

had emotional depth. «i’m okay» and «i’m basically a 

happy person» were no longer persuasive stories to 

me if the emotional resonance one-in- other were pro-

jecting seemed a more significant reality.

this started showing up in my writing. i began tak-

ing apart the stories of what people «say» is real, and 

measuring the distance between those stories and 

what seemed to be the underlying emotional «real-

ity». the contrast was stark.

radical and religious worldviews suddenly made 

sense to me emotionally, as well as conservative 

and atheistic ones: each seemed to proceed from an 

emotional setting of the perceiver, a setting which 

arranged a workable «reality» of self-confirming 

beliefs and perceptions. we each rationalize our «re-

ality» around the perceptual range and activity base 

in which we feel comfortable; a «reality» which emo-

tionally confirms us.

i had stopped stretching and doing yoga in my time 

of love, and got back into them of necessity. my health 

began to stabilize, tho respiratory infections re-

turned; i had mostly been free of them in college. the 

writing was allowing me to distill my experience in a 

useful way. after working awhile i applied to gradu-

ate school and got in with a teaching fellowship. i 

instinctually moved far away from everyone i knew 

and who knew me well. in the summer a book seemed 

to fall off a shelf as i browsed in a used book store: 

journey to ixtlan, by carlos castaneda. the page i 

opened to said «leave everyone who knows you well» 

— leave the story of yourself behind. i seemed to be 
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already living the advice of the book, so i bought it, 

to see what was next.

everything i had been writing about and recogniz-

ing about the schism of human perception between 

the rational and the emotional, the semantic and ex-

periential, was succinctly confirmed by the anthro-

pological subject of the book, a traditional medicine 

man, juan matus. perception, he said, was a function 

of our awareness of energy. the «reality» most of us 

entertain as complete is a flimsy affair which begins 

to blur and slip under stress, fatigue, hunger or 

illness. drugs will change it, as will sleep depriva-

tion. it is in fact an arbitrary setting, a fixed channel 

which we learn to tune into from the animals who 

raise us; one, very narrow channel on a large dial of 

possibilities.

i was gratified to learn that there were system-

atic ways of expanding the range of our perception, 

without drugs, and that people had been using them 

for thousands of years. i felt encouraged to attack 

life with this new information, and rearrange my per-

ceptions and activities efficiently, to experience the 

most of what life had to offer, and heal myself. i took 

to heart the advice that «there is no disease, only 

indulging» — hoping that by acting on what i cared 

about i could align the energy patterns from which 

my physicality precipitated in a way which obviated 

pain and disease.

i began restructuring my activity as a war for free-

dom — freedom from my own suffering, and freedom 

to become something more. i kept a second-by-second 

watch on the minutes of my life as opportunities to 
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take action to create what i cared about.

hiking in cattle country in 1992 i contracted giar-

dia. giardia is a waterborne parasite brought back 

from vietnam. it causes extreme abdominal pain, ex-

plosive diarrhea, dehydration, extreme weakness, and 

sometimes death. i managed it fairly well with garlic, 

but eventually gave in and went to prescription bio-

cides. that was the last time. the industrial strength 

antibiotics ruined my digestion. it took me years to 

figure out this mystery and address it. i became more 

refined in choosing foods which digested well.

i left graduate school and gave myself to writ-

ing and learning. i did this for several years. i was 

doing yoga and yogic eye exercises. i felt noticeably 

depressed for at least two years, and was fighting it 

every day. i called it simply «the hole», and i defied 

the hole by writing a novel of my life, releasing my 

life. i kept writing until i hit the bottom of the hole, 

with a curious bout of sickness — mostly respiratory 

with fever elements. altho i was hot and spitting out 

yellow-green phlegm and achy and lightheaded, i was 

able to walk. i was constipated. i knew if i walked to 

the store, about a mile and a half away, i could get 

pickles. pickles would restore me.

it was a ninety plus degree day and the sun was 

blinding. the house was cool and dark. i could com-

fortably lay down in my self-pity and sleep myself to 

death or i could walk and get pickles. i looked like an 

escapee from a geriatric facility, dazedly hobbling to 

the store. i got the pickles. after eating them i defe-

cated an oily golden brown goo that smelled like fish 

oil. this was the first of many «healing reactions» in 
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which i ran a high fever, and released liver toxicity.

i later learned that with the increased presence 

and prescience of pregnancy, women frequently know 

of unusual things to eat in order to heal. women eat 

red dirt for iron. women eat linoleum for zinc. and, 

of course, women eat pickles.

about this time i noticed that i couldn’t run any 

more — when i did i had intense abdominal pain and 

the compulsion to defecate immediately. i could no 

longer play frisbee. i could bike, or run gently on an 

empty stomach or swim. i could not lift heavy weights 

either — i was herniated. apparently my duodenal ul-

ceration prompted a duodenal hernia. for more than 

ten years i could not bear down and defecate. because 

of this i had to eat really digestible food, that would 

exit on its own. i had to stay really well-hydrated, 

because there was no pushing at the end of the line. 

i had to really chew food to a liquid to convince it to 

go the distance. i added probiotic foods, and probiot-

ics — bacteria native to our intestinal tracts which 

encourage healthy digestion — in order to process 

food better. they worked.

because of this herniation, i had to develop a whole 

new system of yoga, suitable for herniated people or 

those of us with poor range of motion, which i prac-

ticed. and still practice.

thru the years, the oily goo episode repeated it-

self many times. each time i had less and less pain 

— until, tho i was very feverish and weak, there was 

really no pain. years later, when i was eating enough 

raw animal fat, the smell of the oily goo became a dai-

ly feature, and there was no more fever. given that 
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many of us have livers that are swollen to double or 

more the normal size, and that sugar, infection, para-

sites, anemia, toxic states (the storage of indigestible 

fats and toxins), and metabolic disturbances may all 

cause an enlarged liver, this seems understandable: 

there was a lot to let go of. as my liver became less 

swollen, i gained a whole new lobe of lung space and 

an increased depth of breathing.

within two years of the first oily goo episode my 

uncle sent me healing with whole foods, and i became 

much more systematic in mapping and modulating my 

health thru diet. that was 1994, ten years ago.

before getting into methods, and to conclude this 

brief body history: every complaint listed has im-

proved markedly or healed completely. the means of 

dealing with each is listed in the «organic recipes and 

resources» section. the rest of this book deals with 

the hows and whys of the methods i’ve used in healing 

my cells and one-in-other.

before closing, it seems important to reflect on 

the part of this story about waging a war for free-

dom: our perception seems highly susceptible to the 

influence of our fellow animals, who can, with the 

faintest gesture, direct us emotionally, and thus 

select the bandwidth and setting of our perception. 

pursuing our own healing with whole foods often re-

sults in increased sensitivity and emotional vulner-

ability. breaking with the entire guided visualization 

of «reality» and «disease» echoed by our speciesmates 

may require more than just a fierce purpose, it may 

require us to be cunning, ruthless, patient and sweet 

in protecting our own perception.
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many of us seem to have diseases or complaints 

which are not recognized or perceived as part of a 

meaningful pattern. this book attempts to provide 

tools for understanding our own constitutions and 

methodically addressing our own issues. toxicity can 

be removed and deficiency addressed conclusively; 

without them, disease disappears and function re-

turns. healthy, active, excited engagement in life can 

be claimed by any of us.
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[4] what we have lost is 
what we are looking for

apparently, civilization hit north america in waves. 

the first wave of americans apparently came across 

the frozen baring strait, following game. a later 

wave crossed the atlantic in boats, and set up fishing 

camps. 500 years later, wave after wave of starving 

colonists appeared: hunger has been driving civiliza-

tion for millennia.

the common global pattern of grain-farming and 

desertification was absent here until recently. early 

americans lived for inestimable ages primarily by 

hunting and fishing. the onslaught of civilization 

was for many american nations succinct and conclu-

sive, and involved the intentional killing of the food 

supply by civilized soldiers and settlers; millions 

of buffalo were shot and left to rot. the trail of 

tears, the fall from grace and exit from the garden 

began when the foodsource which provided for com-

fortable emotional union with the family of life was 

removed. the advent of this revolution is recorded 

in the oral history of this land and warrants notice:

everything in the world changed abruptly. it is said 
that a man came to a dakota village, the first white 
man anyone ever saw, and everyone was curious. they 
weren’t sure what he was, if he was a man or what. the 
medicine men came and looked at him, then the chiefs. 

a medicine man shook his head and said, «maybe 
this man, if he is a man, and not some spirit, ate too 
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much chalk.»
the white man tried to tell everyone that his stomach 

was about to touch his backbone — he was hungry. but 
since no one understood his language and he didn’t 
know how to sign, it was too bad for him.

the chiefs said, «if he is a man, he must have some 
strange sickness, and maybe it will spread. i don’t want 
to turn color and look like him. he is going to die — we 
should kill him. and if he is not a two- legged, and has 
taken this form for some reason or another, it won’t hurt 
to kill him.»

either way, killing him was thought to be the merci-
ful act.

by this time, some women who had come up to look 
at the white man asked, «can’t you see? he’s just a man 
like anyone else. he will starve to death unless he gets 
something to eat. give him a knife and let him cut some 
meat away from those deer carcasses.»

in those days, i have to tell you, fat was precious. 
fat was the most valued and important part of any 
animal. if a human didn’t get enough of it, he would 
die quickly, and there weren’t many places to get it. fat 
was precious.

that woman gave the white man a knife and pointed 
to the deer that were hanging nearby. the man rushed 
up and cut the fat away from every deer and ate it. that 
was the first white man we ever saw, and those dakota 
called him «wasichu», which means «takes the fat».

the medicine people looked at that white man with 
the deer oil running down his face, then looked at one 
another. they knew it was all over, and they were right. 
the long knives came and took much more than deer 
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fat. it all ended after that. [1]

consider several elements of this story: 1) the 

stranger was fed. 2) a white european was able to 

eat pounds and pounds of raw fat. and 3) the medicine 

people knew immediately what the encounter meant.

the treatment of the stranger was similar to that 

of other europeans, from the bahamas to canada: he 

was recognized as another animal like us, and wel-

comed into the group.

when the first english settlers, at roanoke, were 

starving, they apparently joined the native americans 

at croatan and became part of the tribe. the plym-

outh, massachussettes, thanksgiving story is well-

documented, and so is columbus’ landfall [2] — all 

are consistent in the generous welcome of the euro-

peans by the natives.

similar stories pop-up globally around first-con-

tact with indigenous groups. when we read the first 

accounts, and edit out the civilized bias from subse-

quent entries — after colonists have begun to sys-

tematically drive the locals off their land, poison 

them with germs or drugs, or otherwise help them 

to die in ditches — the picture seems clear: healthy 

social mammals look out for our own. healthy hum-

animals perceive a human family, and a family of life.

apparently the differences between european 

and american civilization were readily apparent in 

the colonies here. during the early wars with the 

«indians», at prisoner exchanges, natives ran back 

to their families with open arms, and colonists had 

to be dragged back to their settlements in chains, 
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not wanting to leave the natives. benjamin franklin, 

aware of the virtues of the indigenous ways of living 

wrote directly that «no one who has tasted savage 

life would choose to return to ours.»[3]

not only have we lost the participation in a mutu-

ally supportive human family, we have also lost our 

health and much of our perceptual range. much has 

been made about the health, and perceptual and phys-

ical abilities of nomadic hunters, who, when still on 

well-stocked ranges, enjoy a disease free existence 

far beyond the scope of our own. [4]

marlo morgan’s account of a walkabout with aus-

tralian natives gives a poignant taste of the percep-

tion we have lost: among the aborigines communica-

tion was far more refined than in civilization. not 

only could her tribe wordlessly coordinate activi-

ties over distances and perceptually participate in 

scenes one-in-other were witnessing, every member 

of the tribe was able to hear her thoughts and an-

swer them, aloud if necessary. even tho they did 

not speak english, the meaning of her feelings and 

thoughtforms was transparently evident.

apparently, as social mammals, humans live and 

hunt as one consciousness. in our original tribal 

state we are all cells in one body and one mind: all 

are fed, all are cared for, and all know what one-

in-other are thinking and doing, directly. as civiliza-

tion devolves from this unity only those who have 

deconditioned our perception — mystics and masters 

— retain these abilities in a useful form. [5]

the perceptual tendency to unify with our pack 

seems to remain with us. in groups of our kind emotion 
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moves thru us immediately, and attention moves like-

wise. wordlessly we assess the emotional setting of 

the pack and follow suit. wordlessly we notice the 

appropriate use of attention, and synchronize.

the legacy of this instinct seems to be expressed 

dichotomously: many of us either hold firmly to 

the ways of our communities or reject them entire-

ly. «normal» is either a moral ideal or an object of 

scorn. we either feel empowered by the momentum of 

the herd around us and stay inside it, or are terri-

fied by it, and move outside for a broader perspective. 

activities which alter our emotional state seem to be 

processed thru this dynamic, because emotion is the 

gatekeeper of perception.

emotion is energy in motion. we sense it, radiate it, 

motivate and navigate with it. emotion tells us what 

to do and how to be. waves of energy, including light, 

sound and heat, move us as they move thru us. they 

inform us of events around us, in which we are par-

ticipating, and launch us into activity; triggering our 

potential energy with their kinetic energy.

the information of these wave formations shapes 

our perception, our catching of what is around us, by 

setting our emotional state and its concomitant pri-

orities. emotion is the gateway to perception because 

every emotional state has priorities: the hungry state 

has us alert to food. the angry state has us alert to 

violence. certain events are prioritized as important, 

and others are ignored as irrelevant. group cohe-

sion and pack survival once depended on immediate 

responsiveness to shifts in one-in- other’s emotional 

and perceptual states; this acute sensitivity seems 
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to still be with us. witness this at sporting events 

where we seem to be emotionally infectious. witness 

this standing or walking on a sidewalk

feeling if someone is looking at us, feeling what 

they are feeling, and responding instinctually with a 

smile or defensiveness. witness this when we reflex-

ively eat when and what those around us are eating.

eating affects our emotional state directly and po-

tently. each of us learns to modulate our emotional 

state thru eating, and each of us learns to respond 

to the emotional cues of our caretakers. by the time 

we reach adulthood few of us seem alert to the fact 

that we continue to program ourcells to our caretak-

ers’ tolerated emotional range with what we eat. few 

of us seem to notice the compulsion to eat (and drink) 

what those around us are eating (and drinking) until 

we begin to systematically eat something else.

attempting to regain the aboriginal state, and the 

full range of our perception, seems to be an emotion-

al quest of sorting out our own true perception from 

that of those around us, and from the reinforced 

«normal» we have learned to produce: a quest of try-

ing out greater intensities of feeling despite our 

fear of what may happen to us.

emotional and perceptual dilation are simultane-

ous: more emotional range brings more perceptual 

range. we each seem aware of the unwritten social 

rules about emotion: that too much emotion, too 

much perceptiveness and too much articulation of 

this perceptiveness are received as threatening, and 

often punished. freedom from social inhibition is 

equated with rebellion. one-in-other seem to receive 
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our emotional state as a command to perceive and act 

similarly.

if our state is more open and emotional than one-in-

other find comfortable, violence can happen: those 

of us who have felt our vulnerability and openness 

abused see ourselves in others who are vulnerable 

and open, find comfort in the less-sensitive normalcy 

of the herd, and assert our emotional autonomy from 

the «deviant» thru violence; saying with our deeds 

«i am not you», «your feelings are not mine and do 

not matter». we enforce internal limits externally. 

socially, personal and internal limitations have be-

come impersonal and institutional: systematized thru 

psychiatric drugging, psychiatric

incarceration and evacuative surgeries and «ther-

apies». [6] rather than receive external adjustment, 

many of us seem to enforce «normal» on ourcells. 

in addition to deferring to the invisible commands 

of one-in-others’ emotional cues, the verbally de-

scribed worldview enforced by the contemporary 

use of language also impedes us. the reality-by-defi-

nition we have learned in language admits only infor-

mation gained thru the five senses; other «knowing» 

is rejected. refining our broader intuition may be 

involved. [7]

dietary deviance from the safe range of normal 

carries us into an adventure with our unresolved 

perception. transition towards aboriginal diet — and 

the health and consciousness benefits which accrue 

— can be like a sea voyage of centuries past. we travel 

and we trust. we leave a place we’ve known and arrive 

somewhere else.
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perceptual and physical reconditioning go hand-

in-hand. by the early 20th century something was 

obviously wrong with public health in the united 

states. cleveland dentist weston price wanted to 

know why. he and mrs.price set off each summer for 

remote parts of the world in which dental health was 

perfect. he later published nutrition  and physical 

degeneration, the seminal book on the topic. the pric-

es visited aboriginal and traditional people on all 

of the inhabited continents: hunters, herders, farm-

ers and fisherfolk. they revisited many communities 

as civilized foods began to infiltrate and noted the 

grave results. the report they gave was clear: whole 

raw animal foods are essential to health. processed 

foods destroy it.

consider that the prices were vegetarian; they set 

off on their journeys seeking the perfect vegetar-

ian society they never found. they assumed that what 

had given them perceptual clarity would give them 

physical renewal. they discovered what many of us 

are discovering seventy years later: that the clarity 

is ours to keep, but the physical renewal comes by 

other means.

tho the prices’ work did indeed become the primary 

textbook on nutrition in many school systems it has 

yet to be integrated in medical and nutritional cur-

ricula; it’s opportunity costs seem too high, calling 

into question the whole model of disease and clinical 

practice currently

lucrative. regardless, the prices’ work has appar-

ently saturated our collective consciousness: many 

of us instinctually turn to whole foods in search of 
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clarity and healing. like the prices, many of us come 

to the process from a vegetarian perspective.

one such vegetarian was wasting to death in the 

late 1960’s. he decided to go out into the desert and 

fast to death. the coyotes found him, killed a rabbit, 

laid it in his

lap, and urged him to eat it. he did. he lived, and 

returned to vibrant health eating mostly raw foods. 

he has been healing one-in-other of «incurable» dis-

eases ever since, with the simple medicine of raw nu-

trition. [8]

many of us are now following a similar trajectory, 

and discovering that our «diseases» are really just 

deficiencies. our cells are perfectly able to heal and 

develop if given the right building materials. happily, 

unlike many modern «medical treatments», the only 

side effects of this course of action are feeling bet-

ter and being more productive.

the distance we cross in shifting from a diet of 

cooked veggie burgers to raw hamburgers seems an 

emotional one: we trade in the story of our «self» 

for the experience of our cells. the noise in our head 

reciting who we are and what we are doing fades away.
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[5] emotional transitions

a sea of evidence corroborates the health benefits 

of raw and probiotic whole foods and their long and 

universal history of use. [9] evidence and rational-

ity, however, seem to influence our behavior only at 

the pleasure of emotion: the ratios of our rationality 

seem to be applied as a function of our emotional set-

ting, and our emotional setting is «wary». we search 

for a «reason» why raw food is bad for us, even if 

there is none, because raw food tends to push us be-

yond the bounds of the emotionally familiar into a 

realm of intense feeling. we seem to intuit, emotion-

ally, that raw food will change us. the parts of us 

consoled by feeling «normal», and feeling accepted 

for being «normal», fear change.

disease is normal today. in civilized america today a 

quarter of us die of cancer; a hundred years ago it was 

less than 4%. a third of us now die of heart disease; 

a hundred years ago it was less than 4%. [10] more 

than a third of us now die from medical treatment, 

malpractice or negligence [11]; a hundred years ago 

it was not statistically quantified. most of us either 

die of diseases which respond well to dietary change, 

or from the treatment of those employed to heal us. 

we each have the choice of being loyal to normalcy 

or being loyal to our own health; loyal to the habits 

of the herd, or loyal to our own survival. transition 

towards a raw and probiotic whole foods diet facili-

tates an emotional and physical change; a change in 
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the depth and quality of perception. we tend to feel 

more and we tend to feel better. we feel better and 

get energy more efficiently from our fuel, allow-

ing us to do more, enjoy more, and want more life. we 

make the case for raw foods to our cells, and our 

cells demand more.

to many of us accustomed to denatured, synthetic 

foods and greasy cooked foods, a diet of raw vegeta-

bles may be unimaginable. yet many of us who are now 

raw food vegetarians were long-term participants in 

the sad standard american diet. we ate our captain 

crunch®, our peanut butter and jelly and wonder 

bread®, our hamburgers and fries, our hormone-

laced milkshakes and petroleum-flavored ice cream. 

after trying something else we felt better. we felt 

smarter. we felt kinder and clearer and more human.

to vegans and vegetarians, eating raw hamburger 

or liver may be unimaginable. and yet many of us who 

now eat them were long-term vegans. after meticu-

lously preparing our food for years, learning to chew 

every bite to liquid, using the richest vegetal foods 

available, our cells became convinced that no volume 

of spirulina, seaweed, flax oil, hemp oil, tahini, nut 

butter, avocados, cocoa butter, tofu, tempeh, wheat 

gluten, nutritional yeast, miso or sprouted nuts and 

seeds could support us physically, or facilitate our 

renewal. we were starving, degenerating, and we felt 

it profoundly. after trying something else we felt 

better. we felt smarter. we felt kinder and clearer 

and more human.

those of us who submit to a disciplined diet of 

whole, raw, unsweetened and cultured vegan foods 
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acquire a degree of perceptual sensitivity articu-

late as rational awareness: we recognize that we are 

starving, that vegetal foods cannot reverse it, that 

raw animal foods are the way back to life, and that we 

can handle the karma. those of us who never adopt a 

refined vegan diet may also have insights about our 

ill health or ill attitude, and may also turn to diet 

to correct them.

many of us understand transition to vegetarianism 

as a moral or karmic choice: a choice to avoid the un-

necessary suffering of animals. given the degrading, 

alienating, toxifying, disease-producing conditions 

of industrial animal husbandry, this seems under-

standable. given that many of us feel ourcells to be 

out of karmic balance with the earth — that we have 

taken or received much, but given little — becoming 

vegetarian also seems understandable: taking the 

lives of other beings in order to nourish an out- of-

balance existence seems emotionally untenable. veg-

etarianism can allow us to recognize our own suf-

fering and the suffering of the world and allow us 

to prioritize them with our actions, returning us to a 

balance of giving and taking.

many of us seem to survive our childhood environ-

ments thru self-suppression and selective editing. 

expressing ourselves creatively and affirmatively or 

taking action based on our personal inner vision may 

not be emotional options we have ever experienced or 

exercised. for those of us who have grown up humor-

ing the other humanimals around us — being agree-

able and unexpressed, often having no feeling of a 

right to an opinion or preference — vegetarianism 
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may be an attractive avenue for a private revelation 

of metaphysical relationships. coming into karmic 

balance by giving more may initially be impractical, 

because we do not know what of worth we have to 

give, or do not feel empowered to share. we choose 

the available option: to take less; and by taking less 

and noticing more, we find what we have to give, and 

learn to share it.

what is assumed here as karmic balance is the cre-

ative participation in the enrichment and reunion of 

consciousness; mutually enhancing relationships 

with all consciousness, with one-in-other and with 

the earth. a metaphysical balance of the creation and 

consumption of energy, the creation and consumption 

of consciousness, is understood across cultures 

as constituting a relationship from which physical 

events precipitate. karma is understood not as mo-

rality, but as something closer to physics: for every 

action an equal and reciprocal reaction. a collec-

tive intuitive understanding of karmic balance seems 

to have given way, among the civilized, to a shifting 

«rationality» whose ratios fluctuate with emotional 

winds driven by hunger and social uneasiness seldom 

acknowledged or named.

ecological destruction and emotional indiffer-

ence to our beautiful natural home can be under-

stood as a function of emotional setting: driven by 

survival fear, panicked harvesting of earth’s aggre-

gated biomass seems the «rational» thing to do, as it 

brings us money, which buys us food, which allows us 

to eat today. from a deeper emotional setting, which 

knows we have been hungry before — in fact, for 
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many of us, most of our lives — a different ratio-

nality emerges: the absolute certainty that protect-

ing and encouraging the cycles of life that allow 

us to eat, drink and breathe healthfully should be 

priority one for civilization. to many of us who have 

submitted to raw and/or vegan diets these ecological 

truths seem self-evident.

civilization seems to be «just getting by» because 

of the consciousness of its participants, whose con-

fused, inconsistent, frenzied, mutually predatory 

activity parallels our «just getting by» nutrition-

ally. as we physically degenerate, the coherence and 

focus of our intention, attention and action seem to 

disintegrate. our communitarian instincts seem to 

fade as we retreat into a virtual reality more concep-

tion than perception. the progressive civilization we 

could be realizing: increasingly satisfying, empower-

ing and liberating, is as close as our ability to relax, 

cooperate and be emotionally open with one-in-other; 

a state enabled by being nourished.

as it stands, we seem preoccupied with hoarding and 

survival, hallucinating a «them», «people» or «some 

people» responsible for the world’s woes. why are 

we defensive and preoccupied with survival? we are 

starving. why are we disconnected emotionally from 

the family of life? we have replaced a warm tender 

breast full of fatty, strengthening goodness with 

too-sweet, bio-inert soy product from a cold plastic 

bottle with a latex tip. most of our food is chemical, 

engineered to taste like nature, but lacking the basic 

soul force and raw materials that connect us with 

life and build our vehicles.
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conversely, merely by intensifying our connection 

with the natural world, incorporating life force into 

our own bodies and allowing the emotional range 

which that brings, we invite an opportunity to relax 

and communicate transparently. we invite emotional 

sharing and a transmission of the state of ease we are 

modeling. one-in- other are naturally curious about 

why we are so calm, kind and happy, and our extended 

community becomes more cooperative.

residual beliefs about meat-eating being incon-

sistent with spirituality, open-heartedness or earth-

consciousness can be cured by sharing experience 

with native americans or tibetans, who eat meat heav-

ily. notice the beautiful, wide, calm, kind faces of our 

family from tibet, fed for millennia on rich raw yak 

products. notice how it feels to be with those of us 

who perceive the family of life as a constant, obvious 

and unavoidable fact.

from the perspective of native american seers, we 

each exist to be used by the modality of the times — to 

enrich the consciousness of the whole — understood 

to be the purpose of life, the fuel of the process of 

creation. [12] in this sphere of experience, earth, con-

sciousness is enriched by pleasure: emotionally and 

perceptually we dilate in the experience of pleasure. 

we feel more, and we notice more. we experience ex-

istence as beautiful and become more and more open 

to sharing. experiences unthinkable in emotionally 

closed states happen naturally and fluidly when we 

are manipulated with pleasure. providing ourcells 

and one-in-other with pleasurable,invigorating ex-

periences of eating can enable societalchange on a 
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grand scale. 

for those of us eating processed food, eating sim-

ple tasty whole food can be a revolution. for those 

of us eating cooked food, tasty raw food can be a rev-

olution. for those of us eating raw vegetal food, raw 

animal food can be a revolution. sharing the wonders 

that we are discovering can be a revolutionary act.

realizing that the derangement of our species-

mates, the violence and dysfunction, rage and de-

spair, can all be linked to starvation and malnutri-

tion, invites us to adopt a whole new perspective on 

civilization, in which feeding the world is more than 

a nice idea; it is a policy tool for transforming the 

social landscape and inviting the reunion of the hu-

man family.

our perceptual and social sensitivity seem to in-

crease as our diets refine. instructively, when mov-

ing to a whole foods diet our use of condiments and 

spices seems to fall away as our sense of taste in-

creases: the simple goodness of what we are eating 

and the joy that food unlocks become the primary at-

tractants. baked squash with maple syrup gives way 

to baked squash — unthinkably sweet to the awak-

ened palate. raw tuna in shoyu (healthy traditional 

soy sauce) gives way to raw tuna — unthinkably

salty and rich alone. we find that when mixing 

foods we can eat less, so we eat foods alone. simi-

larly, our relationships with one-in-other seem to 

clarify: we become satisfied with wholesome every-

day exchanges. the quest for the exotic dims. «vaca-

tion» seems less desirable as presence solidifies. 

just as with our refining diet, as we act on what our 
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cells want — and as our cells get more and more of 

what they want — we become more able to articulate 

exactly what will most satisfy us for the moment, for 

the day, and for our lives — and choose that. we be-

come alert to our actions in all of our relationships, 

with the earth and one-in-other, and by discovering 

what satisfies us, learn to act as natural animals.
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[6] dietary disinformation, 
md’s and health experts

before we swallow anything, including advice, it 

seems important so separate the packaging from the 

product, the story from the substance. in order to 

achieve health thru consciousness, it may be neces-

sary to make room for consciousness by disabusing 

ourselves of certain operative fictions honored pub-

licly as «facts». it is up to us, as consumers, to assess 

«modern medicine» and decide for ourselves whether 

or not md’s are in fact health experts. the average 

md dies seven to sixteen years before the rest of us.

many of us feel extremely insecure about our 

health and are willing to defer to «expert» advice 

merely because we have no other conceivable avenue 

for health or care. once we are in pain, or partially 

dysfunctional, we develop extreme anxiety about get-

ting worse, and are willing to defer to anyone who 

can get results quickly and put our fear to rest. we 

seem to adopt the assumptions of our culture and com-

munity in accepting the «reality by definition» that 

doctors are professional healers. another option is 

to manage our fear, manage our consciousness, and 

take full responsibility for healing ourcells.

i remember when i could no longer afford health 

insurance, and i remember the emotional turmoil i ex-

perienced — even after near-death-by-medicine. i am 

conscious of the decade it has taken me to be able to 

write what i am writing now, to prepare emotionally 
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to stand up to the momentum of a cornerstone belief 

of our society — the belief that doctors are health 

experts — and to give up my programmed deferral to 

the «expertise» of my father and the class of «profes-

sionals» which he represents.

i have been working on this transition since my mid-

teens, when a close friend of my father, and a father 

of a friend, both md’s, dropped dead of heart attacks 

around age 50. i remember understanding then that 

the unhealthy lifestyle patterns of doctors — par-

ticularly workaholism, heavy recreational drug use 

[including prescription pills, alcohol and tobacco], 

poor emotional management and poor self-nurtur-

ance skills do have their costs; and much as «cancer 

cures smoking», heart attacks cure those of us un-

willing to acknowledge our emotions or the signals 

of our bodies.

i understand that some wrestling may be neces-

sary in order to fully realize that we are each on our 

own in being responsible for our health, educating 

ourselves and making productive decisions. we each 

must decide whom and what to trust, and that choice 

may seem difficult. yet as soon as we start reading 

the statistics on doctor-caused illness and disease 

(iatrogenic casualties) and realize that we are 20 

times as likely to be killed by a doctor than by an 

auto accident, and more likely to be killed thru medi-

cal «care» than by either heart disease or cancer, 

the water color picture of modern medicine begins 

to bleed.

40,000 of us had a healthy appendix removed last 

year [13]. according to statistics gathered in the 
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journal of the american medical association based 

on university research, 137,000 of us were killed by 

medication while hospitalized — 106,000 of us were 

killed by adverse drug reactions without physician 

error. two million of us were seriously injured by 

medication while hospitalized. five million of us 

were killed or seriously injured by medication as 

outpatients. and two million of us became diseased 

last year as a result of medical «therapies». the most 

stringent, conservative modeling produces a figure 

between 750,000 and one million of us dead each year 

as a result of medical treatment, mistreatment or ne-

glect [14].

in addition to this monstrous toll, md’s have pro-

vided us with some crucial additional information — 

indicating that it is not merely their negligence or 

slipshod performance that results in casualties, but 

serious flaws in the entire theoretical model from 

which modern «healthcare» proceeds: by achieving 

the highest rate of premature death by disease of 

any profession at their level of education, md’s have 

proven their qualification, not as health experts, 

but as disease specialists. by dying seven to sixteen 

years earlier than the rest of the u.s. population, 

md’s have demonstrated that the preoccupation with 

disease symptoms, the focus on microbes and adminis-

tration of biocides, the absence of a model of health 

beyond statistical norms, and the disregard of basic 

physics, chemistry and biology in understanding and 

modulating physiological function sacrifices sci-

ence for a standardized, familiar, routine clinical 

approach whose contextualizations, belief systems, 
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data sets, skill sets and practices are not health pro-

ductive. [15]

many of the diseases from which we now die prema-

turely were relatively scarce 100 years ago. many of 

them have been meticulously, elaborately and scien-

tifically documented as resulting from the malnutri-

tion caused by denatured foods. unfortunately for 

all of us, the average md, in a decade of formal and 

clinical post-secondary education, receives zero to 

one courses on nutrition. and much of that training, 

and subsequent education via peer reviewed jour-

nals, seems worthless.

consider the case of dr.frederick stare, one-time 

head of the nutrition department at harvard univer-

sity. prior to his appointment dr.stare had published 

articles about nutritional deficiencies caused by 

white flour and correlating the high intake of veg-

etable oils, but not animal fats, with heart disease. 

once on board at harvard, and receiving grant money 

from the food processing industry, stare became an 

apologist for white bread and advocated a cup of corn 

oil per day for heart disease sufferers, misinforming 

thousands of health-interested readers, including a 

generation of medical students, thru his articles and 

newspaper columns. [16]

did stare sell out or buy in — to a belief system and 

contextualization scheme of his professional peers? 

many of us seem to advance academically and profes-

sionally by mimicking those around us and acting 

within the emotional tolerances of group perception. 

we do what is socially easy. we do what we’re told. we 

believe what is socially easy. we believe what we’re 
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told. we express ourcells within the range of what 

is socially easy: we are «nice», «normal» and «profes-

sional» as measured by the grade-o- meter, instruc-

tor affection, the funding cycle, and peer approval. 

medical standards are often little more than social 

standards, which boil down to what is emotionally 

comfortable for the «professionals» around us — 

and to the corporations that pay for endowed profes-

sorships and research grants.

the guided contextualization of corn oil and soy 

protein as «health foods» and the pseudoscience re-

search summaries which support them are provided by 

the very industries which produce them. skim milk — 

milk from which the fat has been removed — was dis-

carded as a waste product by dairy farmers of earlier 

generations and is now promoted — by the american 

dairy council of industrialized lactobusiness — as 

more nutritious than whole milk — a «health food». 

md’s ignorant of sixty years of conclusive research 

[17] recommend it daily. indiscriminate acceptance of 

industry propaganda by the gatekeepers of public 

health, and default entrainment with peer percep-

tion absent due diligence costs us all.

md ignorance of basic nutritional and traditional 

medical information seems understandable — it was 

not part of the curriculum, and the curriculum is 

assumed to have distilled the worthwhile lessons 

of the medicine of the past. that hippocrates cured 

with raw milk seems inconceivable, as does the moun-

tain of evidence that pasteurized milk products are 

damaging: convention is assumed to have been tested. 

«the way things are» and «the way we do things» are 
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[10] fluid perspectives

in addressing long-term malnutrition thru diet, 

focus on fluids; view our cells as swimming in a sea 

of fluids whose richness guides our health. remem-

ber that most of our metabolic processes, including 

digestion, involve the movement of fluid from one 

side of a membrane to another. to digest food well, 

chew it to a liquid.

fluid quality has long been linked to health and 

longevity. in the early 20th century nobel laureate 

alex carrel did the most famous public experiment 

on the topic. carrel believed that individual cells, 

which contain the living protoplasm of our ances-

tors, and which may divide and reproduce thousands 

of times in our lifetimes, are capable of eternal life. 

he argued that it is only the deterioration of our 

fluid culture which eventually reduces cellular 

function, and kills us.

carrel and his assistants took chicken embryo 

cells and kept them alive for 34 years. the average 

chicken dies by age 7, and the oldest known chicken 

died at 12. carrel’s chicken cells only died, after 

carrel himself, when an assistant forgot to refresh 

their fluid. we the civilized seem to fail at caring 

for our cells as well. not only are we evacuating 

our bones into our serum, then into our toilets due 

to high carbohydrate diets, we are dehydrating at an 

accelerated rate, dropping in water content from 75% 

to 60% over foreshortened life spans. [46]
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given that most of our cellular, intracellular and 

extracellular reactions depend on the availability and 

balance of assorted molecules in solution, this seems 

dire news indeed. cellular transport and activity are 

a function of the specific concentrations of our flu-

ids. electrolytes (ionic, charged minerals) provide the 

catalyst for countless metabolic reactions. decreases 

in a single electrolyte, e.g. magnesium, or changes in 

electrolyte balance, e.g. between those of magnesium 

and sodium, can have systemic consequences.

our cells efficiently process our external natu-

ral environments into healthy internal environ-

ments. when we provide unnatural building materi-

als from non-natural sources, chaos ensues within. 

fats are not cooked at 400º in nature. sugar is not 

melted into new forms. corn oil does not seek out 

nickel hydride and spin itself into margarine. fluo-

ride, chlorine and lead do not pour out of a single 

spring, as they do from our faucets. attempting to 

build healthy structure out of unhealthy building 

material fails.

the cellular fluids of animals and plants contain 

enzymes useful to the deconstruction and recycling 

of their contents. soft drinks, bottled juice [47] and 

pasteurized milk do not. the salty fluids of animals 

and vegetables are balanced and useful; the salt in 

our shakers is not. our cells don’t know what to do 

with not-foods; they do they best they can.

appreciating that we are often profoundly dehy-

drated allows us to approach eating more strategi-

cally; often only when we are well-hydrated do we 

feel hungry or eat to depth. leaving all sweet drinks 
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allows us to approach eating with a full pancreatic 

arsenal of enzymes, able to efficiently digest what 

we put into us. hydrating our cells efficiently may 

require consistent, intentional action. even if we 

find or create a water absent of chlorine and fluo-

ride, the high surface tension of poorly mineralized 

water may result in its poor cellular absorption.

the communities worldwide in which centenarians 

are still common, and in which 80 year-olds are still 

vigorously active and reproductive, tend to live in 

close proximity to glaciers. glaciers grind minerals, 

particularly silica, into a fine dust which is suspend-

ed in the drinking water as colloids. these colloidal 

minerals profoundly lower the surface tension (rh: 

reduktion hydrogen) of the water, leading to excel-

lent hydration, and delivering highly bioavailable 

minerals to the cells. the agriculture and livestock 

in these regions are also known to be excellent.

fluids with high surface tension tend to cross 

our cell walls inefficiently and remain in the flu-

ids between our cells. fluids with low surface ten-

sion tend to cross the cell wall rapidly and hydrate 

the cells well. the difference in urine volume after 

drinking the two types of fluids may be remarkable: 

after drinking electrolyte rich, low-rh fluids we 

may not need to urinate at all.

available sources of these fluids are raw milk, 

blood, juiced fruits and vegetables, certain cultured 

drinks, certain mineral waters, and liquids modified 

with silica, electrolytes or other water structur-

ing additives. the sole cooked liquids known (to this 

author) to act similarly are animal broth — rich in 
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fat-soluble colloids — and oat water, a preparation 

rich in silica. chicken soup provides hydration as 

well as essential fats to those in need.

separating fluid and food consumption usually 

seems advisable: making drinks and foods separate 

meals allows us to deal with both our dehydra-

tion and hunger completely. efficient digestion is 

often a function of the concentration of digestive 

juices mixed with foods; these juices are diluted 

when drinks are taken with meals. additionally, the 

specific enzyme profile released by the pancreas in 

response to any specific food or drink is different; 

mixing and matching makes messes. break down beer 

and beef separately for efficiency. [48]

many dietary traditions recommend drinking a half 

hour or more before or after eating. the exception 

to this advice is soup or broth, whose contents have 

blended into a single content profile, and whose flu-

ids have optimally been enriched with healthy fats. 

note that tho highly absorbable, these soups are de-

void of enzymes, including lipase, destroyed by cook-

ing. some of their fats are likely damaged and their 

heat sensitive vitamins destroyed.

bodily fat storage and water storage are linked. 

increasing water storage potential seems to be a 

function of digestible dietary fats: in order to hold 

more water, our cells build it in to fatty tissues. 

abandon visions of surface blubber: fatty tissues 

include the skin, organs and joints. well-hydrated 

tissues are smooth and flexible. 

recognize too: raw foods are relatively non-

stimulating to glands and tend to stabilize weight. 
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cooked foods stimulate glands and tend to fatten. 

farmers desiring to fatten hogs found that raw po-

tatoes would not do the job, but cooked ones would. 

[49] the tissue of animals fed raw food is different 

from those fed cooked food; those «fattened» up on 

cooked foods, because their fats are produced in an 

accelerated process, the vitamin and mineral content 

of these fats is relatively poor, as is their collagen 

content — a function of silica consumption. 

animals given raw and probiotic feed have health-

ier, more nutritious tissues. similarly, the tissue 

of animals fed grain is different from those fed 

grass: the fats are qualitatively different, and eat-

ing them produces different results. eating the fats 

from grass-fed beef we receive conjugated linoleic 

acids shown to reduce cancer and inflammation; in 

grain-fed beef it is absent. the proportion of omega-6 

and omega-3 fats are also skewed in grain-fed beef. 

grasses are enzymatically rich and rich in bioavail-

able vitamins and minerals. grains are enzymatically 

inert and comparatively poor in bioavailable vitamins 

and minerals. to receive good nourishment, eat well-

nourished animals.

many conventional foods mix fat and carbohy-

drates; interestingly it is the cooking and the carbo-

hydrates which fatten us. humans apparently only 

eat carbohydrates when we are starving; given the 

choice between seafood, fowl, or game and carbohy-

drates, natural humans choose unerringly. eating 

carbohydrates is a clear signal to our cells that we 

are desperate and must store fat; our entire metabo-

lism changes, and with it our perception.
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twenty-five million americans are estimated to be 

using the atkins diet™, a low-carbohydrate, high-fat 

and high-protein diet. these folks discover quickly 

that without carbohydrates, excess surface blubber 

goes away and we feel much more active and energetic. 

fat is excellent fuel, used two to five times more ef-

ficiently than carbohydrates, and essential to build-

ing healthy tissues. by eating it, we feel empowered.

the unwritten caveat to the atkins diet™, howev-

er, is that long term atkins dieters tend to have our 

gall bladder removed; our systems cannot handle 

the cooked fat, which coats and clogs us internally. 

a similar diet, the primal diet™, differs primarily in 

that it is all raw; its users have essentially no gall 

bladder removal with similar benefits, and others. 

cooked beef protein is understood to be 60% assimi-

lable, while raw beef is understood to be 100% as-

similable. [50] cooked and raw fat metabolism seems 

to be parallel. note well: in cooked food vitamins 

(such as c and d) are destroyed, and the minerals 

whose absorption depend upon their presence are 

not absorbed. the chronic deficiencies prevalent in 

civilized humanimals are, in part, created by cooking.

conceiving eating and drinking as exercises in en-

riching our bodily fluids with minerals, proteins and 

fats can allow a productive trajectory: after eating, 

we feel nourished and energetic. transitioning from 

eating primarily for emotion into eating primarily for 

nutrition seems easy: as our nutritional efficiency 

increases, the emotional rewards, in feeling active 

and positive, do as well: we eat for pleasure, comfort 

and health all at once.
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[11] self-serve

moving consciously to provide our cells with 

quality food may involve moving out of familiar hunt-

ing and gathering routines. the supermarket, once a 

warehouse of wonders, becomes a tomb of horrors 

as we realize that nearly every item available is ei-

ther denatured or contaminated: all the meat and 

dairy has hormones, the dairy has been pasteurized, 

the fruit and vegetables have been sprayed, the fish 

come from farms where they swim in their own feces, 

the chicken comes from factories, the condiments are 

packed with salt or sugar, and the nuts, seeds and 

spices have been irradiated.

similar realizations may occur about restaurants 

or social gatherings — depending on the guidelines 

of our dietary target, we may realize that there is 

nothing on the menu in our range: nothing vegan, 

nothing organic, nothing whole, nothing raw, nothing 

unyeasted, nothing unsweetened, nothing unsalted, 

nothing cultured, no whole fats. we become ghosts 

within the movie of normal, able to see everything, 

but touch nothing.

each of us brings different assets to this chal-

lenge: some of us are experienced in food prepara-

tion; some of us have our own farms or gardens; some 

of us have hunting or fishing skills; some of us have 

access to natural food stores; some of us have access 

to traditional farms; some of us have access to the 

internet; some of us have significant disposable cash; 
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some of us network and organize well. whatever our 

situation, a four-fold approach seems to work: self-

provide; narrow the range; notice results; program 

change.

self provide by growing and/or preparing as much 

of the food as possible. develop techniques for pre-

paring it in bulk and carrying it around for daily use. 

buy some quart and half-gallon food coolers. invest 

in raw materials, tools, and a process of production.

narrow the range by systematically restructur-

ing at least one element of diet. the «meaningful 

transitions» appendix gives examples of this. find 

alternatives to the items being removed and prepare 

them instead.

notice results by keeping a food and mood diary. 

write down what is eaten, and the feelings before, 

during and after eating. record recipes and notes on 

interesting foods or food sources here too. reading 

our own words can be a powerful catalyst for recog-

nizing the foods which trigger poor moods, chronic 

conditions and listlessness, and those which leave 

us exceptionally well. noticing the cycles of when 

we feel hungry and thirsty — and for what — is valu-

able information too. we can only read «i felt dazed 

and stupid» or «the gas and bloating were intense» 

so many times before finding and removing a dietary 

culprit.

program change by having definite goals and by 

seeing diet as cyclical. definite goals may be as sim-

ple as «i am thru with refined sugar» or as specific as 

«i am drinking celery juice every morning for three 

weeks.» fixed variables and test periods allow us to 
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notice results. seeing diet as cyclical, and noticing 

changes we have already made, allows us to make the 

next change decisively, and with self-acceptance.

leave the check-out line at the supermarket. leave 

the habit of checking out of our own perception of 

value, deferring to the indiscriminacy of the herd, 

and honoring the «expertise» of marketing. recognize 

that the lowest cost, lowest quality, fastest-to-pro-

duce product is not best for us, and that get-along, 

go-along, profit-knows-best slogans are empty. rec-

ognize that the highest cost, most prepared, fastest-

to-consume product is not necessarily good for us 

either, and that the tempo of eating modeled by most 

of us is itself dysbiotic. refusing to swallow what is 

served to us can be a first step in serving ourcells 

and serving the earth. owning our own feelings, de-

ciding what is good for us, and choosing that, can 

open a new world of perception and empowerment. 

frequently, to get a meal or experience that satisfies 

us, we must provide it ourselves.
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[12] food isolating

there is a functional limit to what we can process 

in a single moment. some of us are able to drive, eat, 

talk on the phone and listen to the radio news simul-

taneously — but with what level of absorption? many 

of us do far better isolating one of these activities 

at a time and giving it our full attention. if we take 

four or five of our favorite songs and play them si-

multaneously, how readily can we enjoy and digest 

their content?

food isolating has been practiced for millennia. 

natural animals do it instinctually: we only want to 

ingest food which will feel good to us. our cells re-

ject food which will feel bad if mixed with what we 

have already put in us.

unfortunately, most of us have only eaten foods in 

poorly digestible combinations. even our experiences 

of feeling «good» when eating are at the low end of 

the scale; we have yet to learn how much better we 

will feel if eating foods individually, and giving our-

cells time and space to digest them well. because we 

are chronically malnourished we desperately rush 

thru eating everything we can without even noticing 

we are rushing; without even noticing that the nor-

mal way of eating is rushing. changing this pattern 

can be as easy as putting a single dish on our table, 

and eating from it alone.

every recipe that follows is intended to be eaten 

alone.
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every recipe that follows is provided with the as-

sumption that adequate time will be given to it so that 

it may be digested well. mixing foods with varying 

contents radically reduces our digestive efficacy be-

cause the subtle responsiveness of our pancreases 

to individual foods is compromised: altho we can se-

crete an enzyme profile appropriate for dissembling 

many specific foods, when different foods reach the 

disassembly line close

together, there are too many hands with too many 

tools in too tight a space, and too little power to 

drive all the tools at once.

elaborate maps of beneficial food combinations 

have existed for millennia. rather than explain them 

elaborately, this book integrates them concisely, and 

mentions them topically by ingredient; i.e. onions 

combine well with meat and facilitate its digestion.

a brief overview may be useful: primary categories 

of enzymes include proteases (for the digestion of 

proteins), lipases (for the digestion of fats) and amy-

lases (for the digestion of carbohydrates). digesting 

an almond involves secretion of all three. digesting 

beef involves a secretion of all three as well, but in 

different proportions.

back in our disassembly line analogy, imagine 

that beef is an interstate bus and almonds are mo-

torcycles. the disassembly line is moving constantly 

and workers stand beside it and perform specific 

functions. there are 362 steps for disassembling a 

bus and 217 steps for disassembling a motorcycle — 

which must proceed in certain orders, and only some 

of which are the same. in a straight beef disassembly, 
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362 workers line up side by side in a completely fa-

miliar process; the workers are blind, but the parts 

arrive in a predictable order, and each worker knows 

exactly what to do with it.

in a mixed disassembly, 579 blind workers line up 

as best they can, and attempt to act on unfamiliar 

parts as if they were familiar. the sheet metal does 

get removed, but the spark plugs may or may not get 

pulled. the value salvaged is noticeably lower. the 

energy wasted in sorting out the parts, processes and 

participants is felt as a stupor, a feeling of «full». 

the decrease in efficiency is felt as lost wages and 

environmental waste.

certain foods are understood to combine well 

with everything: green and non-starchy vegetables. 

non-starchy and green vegetables (celery, cucumber, 

onion, lettuce, tomato, broccoli, spinach, etc.) digest 

well with fruits, grains, meats, or starchy vegeta-

bles, and may actually enhance or accelerate their 

passage thru us. [noticeably sweet vegetables (car-

rot, beet, potato, squash, etc.) are starchy.]

due to variance in ph, certain foods facilitate the 

breakdown of other foods: sour foods tend to facili-

tate the break down of fats. eating sauerkraut or 

lemon juice with cheese can make the cheese more di-

gestible. oil is often provided with vinegar. the cul-

turing process — as of kefir, cheese, sausage, sau-

erkraut, sourdough — makes the food sour, breaks 

down its structure and makes it more digestible.

salt too can facilitate the disassembly of other 

foods: salt causes the cell walls of many foods 

to break, releasing their contents for easy filing. 
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unfortunately, afterwards, the salt too must be put 

away; it affects the living cells of our bodies as well.

there has been great emphasis, when considering 

food combinations, on addressing the incomplete 

nature of vegetal foods. even when whole, vegetal 

foods do not contain all of the amino acids necessary 

for building human tissue; 90% of our cellular activ-

ity is estimated to be devoted to the maintenance and 

construction of tissue. the sole exception in the veg-

etable kingdom is soy, which is extremely difficult to 

digest; laborious processes are required to make soy 

more digestible and useful (as tofu, tempeh or miso). 

the fallout of this situation is that vegetarians must 

eat vegetal foods in combinations in

order to get the amino acids (protein building 

blocks) we need in order to keep ourcells alive. beans 

and grains are a typical complementary amino-acids 

combination.

altho this type of combining brings home the pro-

tein, it has other costs, including the tell-tale gas 

which marks inefficient processing. beans and grains 

are mild fartogens compared to soy milk and muesli; 

throw in some fruit and other sweeteners and the 

reaction really heats up — complete with bloating 

and cramping. the issue seems particularly bad for 

those of us of european or african descent whose 

pancreases are relatively small compared to those 

of asians, whose ancestors had far more experience 

digesting grain as a staple crop.

one way around this is sprouting: sprouting takes 

any nut, seed or grain and converts it into a green, 

less-starchy state as it begins to grow. sprouts of 
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various families seem to digest well together — far 

more so than their parents do. sprouting is alleged 

to stimulate a process whereby proteins are reduced 

to amino acids, and lipids to ketones, in vivo, so that 

building materials are available to the rapidly grow-

ing cells. these more basic forms of life are easy to 

digest, just as raw eggs and bone marrow are: proto-

plasm and undifferentiated cells are far easier to 

deconstruct and repurpose than material already 

built into something.

as mentioned, the recipes provided here already 

offer efficient combinations; many include probiotic 

options for maximizing digestion. beyond any system 

or abstract consideration, merely by eating whole 

food we become more sensitive to the effects of that 

food on our consciousness and bodies. as we proceed 

along the spectrum to raw and probiotic foods, that 

sensitivity refines acutely. every one of us is able to 

notice what feels good to us, and what feels better. 

everyone of us is able to witness when what feels 

good to us is good for us. food isolating facilitates 

this process.
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[13] grades

we each approach life uniquely and have a diet 

uniquely our own. how we choose to modify this diet 

in serving and refining our own health and con-

sciousness seems a mystery only we can unravel. the 

highly emotional

relationship between eating and perceptual set-

ting resists and defies all external «shoulds».

rather than saying what to eat, this book suggests 

how: from foul to dysbiotic, dysbiotic to biostatic, 

biostatic to bioactive, bioactive to actively probiotic: 

«f» to «a+». categorical transitions, such as «junk 

food vegan to whole foods vegan» are listed in the 

«specific transitions» appendix; topical transitions 

(peanut butter to almond butter or tahini; burritos 

to injera) and dietary

approaches to particular discomforts and dys-

functions («lung conditions, asthma, mucus, etc.») 

are listed among the recipes and resources.

for ease of use every recipe in this book is marked 

«v» if vegan, «o» if omnivorous, and «r» if raw. for 

ease of understanding every recipe and variation is 

graded, «f» to «a+», just like in school, on the basis 

of nutrition, assimilability and bioactivity. the «or-

ganic recipe and resource» section challenges each 

of us to «bring up our grades», our consciousness 

and our health, by eating increasingly nutritious, as-

similable, bioactive food.

the reason for every grade is based on its bioutility 
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and unique properties. any whole food from the ani-

mal or vegetable kingdom may make it to the b or a 

range in some form. the wisdom of the system becomes 

apparent thru use, as any of us will notice the dif-

ference between eating c– foods and eating all a’s. 

the choice of beef heart or broccoli is our own.

consider the grades:

«f» foul. toxic. not food. sick and wrong. a pol-

lutant disguised as a foodstuff, or a synthetic sub-

stance with no place in our food chain: margarine. 

yeast. soft drinks.

«d» dysbiotic. denatured. damaging. disease caus-

ing. was used for food once, put is perhaps now made 

from poor materials, or is contaminated or processed 

in a way so that it is damaging to our cells: deep fried 

foods. refined sugar. ultra pasteurized dairy. white 

flour. conventionally grown peanut butter. foods 

with multiple offenses get the dirty d –.

«c» biostatic. foods which may have been whole 

or of good quality initially, but have been cooked to 

death: cooked animals or vegetables. depending on 

the properties, degree of nutritional content, or ad-

dition of activeculture, these foods may get a + (bean 

dip) or a – (soy milk).

«b» bioactive. whole and raw. enzymatically ac-

tive and catalytic. healthy and healing. due to the 

specific qualities, a plus or minus, may be assigned: 

although fresh fruit is bioactive, the sugar content 

tends to have a long term demineralizing effect on us 

and lead to mood swings and blood imbalances (b–/c+); 

celery on the other hand is both fresh and packed 

with minerals which aid in addressing a wide range of 
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complaints (b+/a–).

«a» actively probiotic. bioactive, fortifying, puri-

fying and massively health-building, usually with 

significant probiotic culture: sunflower cheese, ke-

fir, raw unsalted feta or gruyere, high beef, chicken 

or fish.

review that this system does not state what to eat 

— animal or vegetable — it simply provides a veri-

fiable system of biological activity: prana. chi. bio-

vibe. the sense of specific transitions becomes self-

evident. wherever we are in our nutritional journey, 

the wisdom of our cells is confirmed and rewarded.
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[14] getting started

we seem to eat what we are familiar with. for many 

of us, a first step in dietary transition is replacing 

dead, denatured and dysbiotic foods with similar, 

more bioactive alternatives. this book makes it easy: 

look in the recipe section under the conventional 

food: peanut butter, sugar, jelly, mayonnaise, etc. 

and find links to more vital versions or alternatives.

categorically changing the way we eat often be-

gins by changing our fluid metabolism, and thus ap-

petite cycle. making every other meal a liquid meal 

seems very, very helpful.

also search the «organic recipes and resources» 

section topically, by physical complaint — diabetes, 

lungs, constipation — to find beverages and foods 

which may be ideally supportive. eat with a focus, and 

watch chronic complaints clear up.

searching the «food and drugs» appendix may be 

useful as well; it lists foods which seem to have met-

abolic, hormonal and/or emotional activity similar to 

various intoxicants, and gives recommendations for 

nutritionally providing what drugs attempt to.

having the means of preparing our own food — 

and bringing it with us — seems essential to making 

a meaningful transition. see the «gadgets and tools» 

section for products that make production and trans-

portation easy.

similarly, finding quality food resources and bulk 

supplies can allow us to devote our attention and 
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action to actual food preparation rather than shop-

ping; browse the internet for direct mail purveyors 

of whole foods; many ship reasonably, or flat-rate.

locally, finding a natural foods store can be easy 

using the tofu tollbooth [51], a nationwide guide to 

natural food stores and co-ops. in addition to natu-

ral food stores, there are many sourcing options: 7th 

day adventists also often have co-ops as do univer-

sity student groups.

farmer’s markets and amish markets are also ex-

cellent. kosher (jewish) and halal (islamic) butchers 

often have very high quality foods as well. trader 

joe’s™ and costco™, nationwide discount food chains, 

often have some gems. asian markets often have ex-

cellent spices and cookware, tho the food products 

are often polluted.

make a definitive transition by cleaning out the 

cupboards and fridge and looking at the goods. much 

food that comes in a bag or box is junk, and much of 

what comes in jars and cans is junk too. at some point 

in the history of these foods, a decision was made to 

use low quality ingredients or «modern» processing 

methods — high temperature, fractionation — and /

or additives which allow them to retain color, flavor 

or consistency for months or years, at the expense of 

nutritional content.

save what seems healthy, and give the rest to some-

one who will use it. make a point of removing things 

which contain sugar, corn syrup, salt, yeast or flour, 

including pasta and mixes. remove margarine, mayon-

naise, peanut butter and anything else with hydroge-

nated or partially hydrogenated oils, including most 
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cooking oils. conventional dairy goes, conventional 

meat products too. condiments and desserts with sug-

ar, honey or high fructose corn syrup go with them.

in amassing replacement foods, the following list 

may be useful:

if transitioning from a diet heavy in baked goods, 

look at the oat recipes, or find whole grain sour-

dough bread (see manna muffins). many sourdoughs 

now contain yeast as well as sourdough culture; 

avoid these. ethiopian injera, a sourdough crepe that 

holds food well, is easy to make. if portability is an is-

sue, try unyeasted ry-vita® crackers, lundberg™ rice 

cakes, or garden of eatin’™ blue corn chips. these 

foods make gooey dips and spreads easier to swallow.

if habituated to peanut butter buy an organic raw 

hemp butter, raw almond butter or raw unhulled 

sesame butter (tahini) to use instead. look at the bean 

dip recipes or get some pre-made from wildwood™.

if accustomed to sugar or honey, but interested 

in breaking the addiction, obtain apple butter, cocoa 

butter, barley malt, brown rice syrup, raw unheated 

honey or dried fruit (unsweetened and unsulfured). 

better still, repeat the mantra: «when i crave sugar, i 

need protein» — and feed the craving with a high pro-

tein snack like nuts, seeds, bean dip, marinated tofu, 

cheese or meat. blood sugar, water and protein lev-

els co-regulate. the craving for sugar will subside.

in place of salt buy whole, unrefined, tradition-

ally harvested sea salt; eden™ makes a cost effective 

one; celtic sea salt® is also good, but more spendy. 

whole unrefined sea salt is a key ingredient in many 

of the probiotic pickles and sauces, which rein in our 
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salt hunger. shoyu, a traditional japanese soy sauce 

with beneficial fermentation substitutes well for 

salt; san-j™ makes a good one, and ohsawa makes the 

best of all: nama shoyu, which is low-salt and probi-

otic (unpasteurized). dulse powder, or kelp powder 

work in some recipes and come in convenient shakers 

from maine sea vegetables™. bragg’s amino’s™ and 

bronner’s mineral salts™ can work in place of shoyu, 

and may have less sodium. those of us with a dehydra-

tor and blender can make exceptional «salt» by dry-

ing and pulverizing celery and onions.

get some good oils. cold-pressed unrefined extra 

virgin olive or sesame oil work well for cooking, as 

can canola, a variety of the traditional rape seed oil 

[canola: canadian oil a, is a specific strain of rape 

seed, which apparently sounds more marketable than 

«rape oil»]. cold-pressed unrefined flax (barleans™ 

or spectrum™) or hemp oil (rawganique.com) work 

luxuriously for adding after cooking to thicken 

sauces, or in spreads.

those of us hooked on pasteurized cheese and 

butter can shift to raw and unsalted. cultured raw 

unpasteurized butter tastes like ice cream. creamy 

unsalted raw cheese makes a meal.

those of us into milkshakes, protein drinks or 

sports drinks can find alternatives in the power 

shake, veggie power shake, kombucha, egg nog, raw 

omelette, or raw chicken soup.

those of us into dine-and-dash animal foods 

— burgers, fried chicken, pork or fish — can find 

slow-cook recipes by animal: the cooked ones mostly 

are low temperature overnight jobs, providing the 
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fattiest, tastiest soups imaginable, to be eaten from 

an insulated container as desired. those familiar 

with sushi can learn to pack a bento box.

for those of us already out of junk food and/or 

ready to make a categorical transition to all whole, 

all raw, all vegan, or all raw vegan food, consult 

the appendix «specific transitions» for useful 

approaches.

make a commitment to snacks and slack: many of 

us make eating our last priority, squeezed within 

tight break periods or socially prompted patterns. 

adopt the attitude that eating is an essential luxury. 

assume that we can do it anywhere, anytime. eating 

keeps us alive; it is natural and normal to eat when 

we’re hungry.

to support a major change, map out any temporal re-

strictions on eating: if at work or school, what foods 

will be satisfactory to these environments and can 

be eaten discreetly? frequently drinks, even soups in 

drinkable containers are allowed. telling teachers 

or office managers that we are hypoglycemic — that 

we lose focus and become cranky if our blood sugar 

drops — can be effective in getting leniency. report 

the symptoms to someone who can diagnose it and get 

official clearance if necessary.

for many of us, our commuting time is ideal for 

eating. if eating on public transit, please eat neatly. 

contain all food particles and packaging and remove 

them. if questioned by transit officials, use the hypo-

glycemia story, or tell them to review the geneva con-

vention on human rights (including the right to food, 

water and bathrooms in transit); the united states 
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is a signatory, and bound to the terms; many transit 

districts are apparently in violation.

eating well allows us to taste our food more, and 

enjoy it more. many of us only eat poorly because we 

do not know how to cook, and feel forced to eat out. 

the recipes in this book tend to be simple, and spell 

out how to prepare food efficiently. even folks with 

no cooking facilities will find recipes here. folks 

with only a crock pot and toaster oven will thrive. 

for those of us new to cooking, going to the «gadgets 

and tools» appendix may be a worthy next step after 

finding interesting recipes.

choosing to narrow the range of diet categorically 

can have major positive consequences. as mentioned, 

the «meaningful transitions» appendix contains «spe-

cific transitions» sections describing transitions 

from junk food to whole food and whole food to pro-

biotic food from within vegan or omnivorous perspec-

tives. look there for procedural tips and tricks that 

make transition easy.

eating is something most of us will do every day 

for the rest of our lives. preparing food can be a 

statement of relationship: the care and love we show 

ourcells by giving our body what we need affects ev-

ery action of our life, the very setting from which 

our attention and emotion proceed. learning to care 

for ourcells like a little plant, with that much ten-

derness and consistency, works wonders. packing 

food and drinks for the whole day, each day, allows 

us to be buoyed in our own support and feeling of 

comfort. self-provide, narrow the range, notice re-

sults, program change … and enjoy.
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[15] organic recipes and 
resources introduction

for ease of use: recommended ingredients are all 

organic, recommended water is spring water, recom-

mended salt is whole unrefined sea salt. recipe and 

resources are bolded. recipes within topics and ref-

erences to other  recipes and resources are under-

lined just like links on the internet. references to 

sections of either the introduction or the appendix 

are enclosed in «chevrons» — see «the jolly ranch-

ers» appendix, etc.

this section includes both recipes and resources. 

resources are short summaries or links to informa-

tion. recipes are direxions for preparing food. reci-

pes are identified as vegan [v] or omnivorous [o] and 

raw [r] as applicable. all fruits and vegetables are 

by definition vegan. all recipes also include a grade, 

f to a: foul, dysbiotic, biostatic, bioactive, actively 

probiotic. to summarize: foul food is actively damag-

ing. dysbiotic food is disruptive in some way. biostatic 

food is whole, but is inert, or dead due to cooking. 

bioactive food has life force due to being fresh or 

sprouted. actively probiotic food either has an active 

microbial culture or includes strong life-building 

materials.

most recipes here are graded c to a. assume that 

all cooked food will receive a c, unless culturing 

raises it to a c+ or b-. assume that raw fruits, veg-

etables and sprouts will get a b, unless extremely 
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beneficial — raising them to a b+, or extremely sweet 

— lowering them to a b-. assume that raw and cul-

tured animal products will get an a due to their 

strong life-building materials, unless poor combin-

ing or high carbohydrate content lowers them to an 

a- or b+, or culturing or exceptional virtue raises 

them to an a+. the richest vegetal foods (nuts, seeds 

and seaweeds) will, with sprouting and culturing 

score in the a range. all cooked animal and vegetable 

products get a c, because they have been cooked into 

biostasis.

for example: almonds: almonds [c] are useful as 

a high- protein snack for vegans. sprouted almonds 

[b] are soaked in water overnight, and rinsed several 

times to remove the bitterness from the copper out-

er skin; yielding a sweeter, more assimilable snack 

which can be eaten in volume. sprouted almonds (c.f.: 

sprouts) can be blended with rejuvelac and placed in 

a canning jar 2/3 full, then covered with a cloth and 

rubber band; left in a warm place for 8 - 12 hours, 

they rise into a creamy almond yogurt [a] which tastes 

like marzipan.

unsprouted nuts are inert and biostatic [c]. 

sprouted and rinsed of their phytic acid, they become 

bioactive [b]. sprouted and cultured they become ac-

tively probiotic [a].

another example: chicken: [o : r : a, c] : chicken con-

tains abundant fat and easily assimilable protein. an 

easy introduction to raw chicken is raw chicken soup 

[a], which is particularly useful for respiratory in-

fections: cut the meat and skin off a chicken leg by 

severing the ends of the tendons with a sharp knife, 
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and sliding the blade along the bones. cut the meat 

and skin into 3/4“ cubes. add one pint of warm water 

to a blender and one silica capsule — see organic 

recipes and resources introduction water. chop up 

either 1/16 onion, 1 green onion or 1/2 clove of garlic 

and add to water. chop up one stalk of celery and add 

to water. add chicken to water, close top, and blend 

on high, on liquefy, until the blender stops making 

chopping sounds. drink like a milkshake. makes one 

small serving; double or triple this recipe as neces-

sary. extra credit:

chop both ends off the chicken bones with a 

butcher knife and suck the marrow [a+]. advanced op-

tion: make the soup without the veggies, as a chicken 

shake.. once comfortable with the raw chicken and 

marrow, buy a whole chicken and eat it raw, includ-

ing the organs and bones. // for those of us prefer-

ring a quick cooked chicken soup [c], use the same 

ingredients. bring the water to a simmer and add 1/2 

teaspoon whole unrefined sea salt. crack the bones 

with a mallet or butcher knife. add the vegetables 

and allow to simmer 1 minute. turn off the heat and 

add the chicken and bones. cover the pot and allow to 

stand for 10 minutes.

the hot water will cook the chicken above 160º, 

killing all bacteria; the flesh will remain juicy. the 

bones are to be sucked and spit out. extra credit: add 

one heaping teaspoon of miso to the soup when adding 

the chicken; stir the soup well before serving [c+]. 

makes one small recipe: double or triple this recipe 

as necessary.

raw chicken is actively probiotic [a]. it combines 
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well with the vegetables listed, which are bioactive 

and contain enzymes and minerals (sulfur) useful 

for protein synthesis. the marrow is one of the rich-

est, most nourishing foods in the human diet and has 

higher levels of beneficial bacteria than regular 

chicken meat or skin [a+]. when cooked, chicken be-

comes biostatic [c]. adding miso, a probiotic culture, 

makes the soup slightly more bioactive [c+].

a final example: thirsty: for thirst, several of 

the fruit and vegetable juices seem to work well. an 

easy option is to eat whole, ripe tomatoes [b+] which 

naturally hydrate ourcells and detoxify us. cell 

salts in tomatoes seem to be useful in addressing 

dehydration, headaches and shock, as do those in cel-

ery [b+]. for massive thirst, juice several bunches of 

celery or heads of romaine lettuce [b]; if desired add 

a whole cucumber [b], parsley [b+], kale [b], spinach 

[b], asparagus [b] or tomatoes. asparagus is particu-

larly useful for water regulation and tonifying the 

kidneys. kale and parsley moderate the bitterness 

of celery. spinach aids with constipation and builds 

the blood. cucumber is useful for skin irritations, 

digestive problems and for calming nervousness. and 

tomatoes give the taste of a natural v8™. for more 

protein add spirulina [a-], and/or nutritional yeast 

[b-]. vegetable juices are suitable for everyday use. 

for those of transitioning off of sweetened and 

pasteurized drinks, raw fruit juices may be a useful 

transition. a natural gatorade™ can be made by juic-

ing melons or green apples [b-] with celery or let-

tuce, and parsley. again, for more protein add spiru-

lina [a-], and/or nutritional yeast [b-]. these natural 
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protein powders also work exceptionally well with 

fresh-juiced oranges [b-] or grapefruit [b-]. for add-

ing zing, zest and thickness to the citrus drinks, 

banana [b-], cranberries [b-], mango [b-], papaya [b-], 

pineapple [b-], peach [b-], pear [b-], cherimoya [b-], kiwi 

[b-] or apricots [b-] are very fine. for severe dehydra-

tion, headaches or shock, grapes [b-] or fresh raw 

grape juice can be useful, with or without apples, 

celery, lettuce or parsley.

raw fruits and vegetables are all bioactive [b] but 

the properties of the specific variety make them more 

beneficial [+] — as with the vitamins and minerals in 

celery or parsley, or detrimental [-] — as with the 

sugars in fruits. notice that once a food has been 

rated in an entry, subsequent mentions are usually 

without rating.
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[16] organic recipes and resources

a:

almonds: [v : r : a, b, c]: almonds [c] are useful as a high- pro-

tein snack for vegans. sprouted almonds [b] are soaked in 

water overnight, and rinsed several times to remove the 

bitterness from the golden outer skin; yielding a sweet-

er, more assimilable snack which can be eaten in volume. 

sprouted almonds (sprouts) can be blended with water to 

make almond milk. blended with rejuvelac and placed in a 

canning jar 2/3 full, then covered with a cloth and rubber 

band, and left in a warm place for 8 - 12 hours, they rise 

into a creamy almond yogurt [a] which tastes like marzipan. 

soaked almonds have demonstrated anticancer properties 

due to the presence of laetrile (amygdalin) — vitamin b17 

— and can be safely eaten in volume, as can apricot ker-

nels, a similar food. the hunzas are reported to eat 30 - 50 

or more a day, and are notoriously low in cancer.

amaranth: [v : c+] : a high-protein american grain. can be used 

to make injera, popped like popcorn, or cooked into a sweet, 

gooey cereal.

anger: frequently results from liver disharmony.

anxiety: seems often a function of neurotransmitters and 

electrolytes.

appendix: the colon begins with a blind pouch called the 

cecum. in humans, this terminates in the appendix, a finger- 

like extension which may function in the immune system.

the cecum in higher mammals contains bacteria which ex-

crete enzymes hypothesized as used for the digestion of 

raw meat. poised at the beginning of the large intestine 
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just as the pancreas is poised at the beginning of the small 

intestine, the appendix may not be vestigial at all — but a 

crucial player in the complete metabolism of raw animal 

products. keep it.

apple: [v : r : b] : useful for building fluids, relieving heat 

and addressing liver and gall bladder issues, including 

stones. green apples are a key ingredient in groverade. 

many apples are waxed — see cucumbers for an idea of what 

that wax might be. apple orchards and other fruit orchards 

used lead arsenic pesticides over the past century, which 

collected in topsoils of now-organic orchards. apples 

are the number one fruit eaten by children. many apples 

come from washington. according to the seattle post-in-

telligencer, 80% of washington’s apples are treated with 

organophosphate (op) pesticides. op has been linked to mad 

cow disease and creutzfeld-jakob disease in humans — ner-

vous system deterioration and brain holes. seriously con-

sider if non-organic apples are worth that risk.

apricots: [v : r : b] : are useful in building fluids and re-

lieving copper deficiencies — correlated with psychiatric 

dysfunctions including schizophrenia; see chemical imbal-

ance. apricot juice is a key ingredient in the power shake.

asparagus: [v : r : b] : a specific remedy for the kidneys and 

for issues of water retention. can be eaten raw [b] or in 

a juice balanced with celery or romaine lettuce, kale or 

chard, and parsley [b+] to facilitate greater intake. the 

salts and chlorophyll in these other foods seem to yield 

a harmonious melange. other more bracing combinations 

include: asparagus, romaine lettuce and lemon for thirst; 

asparagus, onion and tomato for a more alkalizing and seda-

tive effect.

avocado: [v : r: b+] : the fat of choice for many vegans — highly 
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digestible and assimilable. ripe avocados register finger-

prints when lightly squeezed. it is possible to eat avocados 

top down within the skin using a spoon. otherwise split lon-

gitudinally with a knife; after cutting half off, place the 

remaining half on a cutting board and lightly whack the 

pit with a sharp knife; rotate knife and pull to remove pit. 

if only partially eaten, leave the pit with the remainder 

to prevent browning. avocados can be blended with green 

vegetable juice or thin fruit juice as a thickener [b]. they 

are also a key ingredient in guacamole.

b:

barley: [v : c, b] : a common traditional grain, barley  sprouts, 

like rice sprouts, are useful in stimulating digestive re-

newal. sprouted barley is also cooked in a soup with kale or 

other dark greens to stimulate bone renewal. barley can 

be substituted for oats in making a healing cereal water 

(see oat water). sprouted barley is also malted to create a 

natural sweetener, barley malt, whose sugars are primar-

ily maltose, rather than sucrose or fructose — apparently 

easier to digest and less mineral evacuative.

baths: warm or hot baths can elevate our core temperature 

and facilitate the sweating out of infections. condition 

bath water with oats (soothes the skin), seaweed (calms 

anxiety) or epsom salts (magnesium sulfate — relaxes the 

muscles). laying beneath the water with the nose exposed 

for breathing and the forehead and eyes covered with a 

hot washcloth can be healing; a cold forehead relative to 

the rest of the body is a primary signal of the autonomic 

nervous system (the forehead breaching the vagina, in 

birth) which can impede complete relaxation.

beans: [v : c, b-] : beans require significant processing in or-

der to be made edible; exceptions to this are those which 
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sprout well (see sprouts). many of us who are vegan re-

quire a protein source, and those of us aware of the seri-

ous hazards of soy (the estrogen mimetic qualities which 

seem to exacerbate autoimmune problems and invite can-

cer) often turn to beans as a daily staple. this is a basic 

recipe from a career bean eater. // begin by soaking one 

to three pounds of dry black, pinto or kidney beans in a 

warm place (perhaps in an unheated gas oven with the pilot 

light on) for at least 12 hours in a large pot with plenty of 

water. pour the beans thru a large strainer in a sink, re-

moving the colorful liquid surrounding them; refill with 

fresh water and repeat, soaking for another 3 -12 hours, 

and rinsing again; optimally the water will be clear.the 

colored stuff contains phytic acid, which blocks mineral 

metabolism. after the second rinse series, add filtered or 

spring water for cooking, covering the beans, and bring-

ing to a slow simmer. here two paths diverge: if the beans 

will be refried or made into bean dip, add a few pinches 

of whole unrefined sea salt before heating. if the beans 

will be eaten soup style, perhaps with vinegar, add a few 

pieces of sea vegetables per pound: kombu works well, but 

so do others, like sea palm fronds, dulse and hijiki. // af-

ter an hour and a half or two hours of simmering, remove 

the beans from heat and mash with a potato masher so that 

their innards are released into the liquid. add more water 

to cover. for a thick soup or in preparations for bean dip 

or refrying, really mash them well into the liquid. chop 

an onion or two per pound and add to the mix; if preferred, 

substitute garlic to taste. taste the broth and add more 

salt if necessary, or bragg’s aminos™. this can be a time 

to add spices as well, such as cumin powder. return to 

heat for another hour. // again, paths diverge. those who 
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desire it can add a can or two of whole, peeled tomatoes 

or tomato paste. if intending to add culture later, omit-

ting the optional tomatoes may allow for more efficient 

culturing. if intending to thicken with flax oil,but not cul-

ture, adding tomatoes works well. if thickeningwith olive 

oil, add a tablespoon or more per pound of dry beans now. 

the bean fluid should be thin enough to cook down over 

another half hour to an hour at which point it should be 

the desired thickness: more watery for soup, quite thick 

for refrying. // if thickening with flax oil, wait until beans 

have cooked down; remove from heat, allow to cool to body 

temperature, serve, then stir in oil to taste in individual 

bowls. if flax oil has been added, do not refry.in contrast 

olive oil thickened paste can be refried in a cast iron or 

other skillet; add a teaspoon or so to lubricate the sur-

face, then spoon in beans; flip them with a spatula when 

their edges become flaky and crusty. cook on medium-low, 

or on low flame, moving the skillet frequently and adding 

more oil as necessary; be certain to avoid burning oil. if 

oil smokes, remove from heat immediately and turn down 

heat. optimally, let the pan cool, wipe it out with a rag, 

and start again. feel free to add vegetables (like onions 

or tomatoes), shoyu or bragg’s® to the beans as they cook. 

serve with salsa or wrapped with salsa, nutritional yeast 

and fresh, chopped veggies in injera as a burrito. // option: 

for those of us desiring a more probiotic version, do not 

refry: allow the thick fluid to cool until room tempera-

ture. transfer to a nonmetallic bowl, preferably glass, 

ceramic or plastic. add flax oil or olive oil if desired. stir 

in either raw sauerkraut, raw kimchee, cultured salsa or 

unpasteurized miso (red or brown), mixing well. in the ab-

sence of these probiotics, use raw vinegar or nama shoyu® 
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beneath a layer of flax or olive oil, and whip well. cover 

the bowl with a cloth and allow it to sit, lightly covered 

overnight, at room temperature, in a warm place if possi-

ble. the culture should liven up the beans and make them 

zingy and easier to digest. the oil should make them rich 

and fatty, and the culture, particularly if one of the vege-

table cultures, should add crispness, sweetness and tang. 

culturing will continue to progress during refrigerated 

storage, bringing the beans to life [b].

beef: [o : r : a] : perhaps the most suitable single food for 

human nutrition, and the only one found to be universally 

edible without allergy (if eaten raw); raw beef is rich in 

iron, protein, vitamin c, and the whole range of vitamins, 

minerals and fats on which our healthy bodies depend. 

raw beef makes us clear, grounded and strong, emotion-

ally open while active and volitional. unlike cooked beef, 

which makes us slow and sluggish, raw beef makes us clear 

and quick. // aunt bianca’s cow sushi: for those of us accus-

tomed to roast beef or steak, buy london broil and slice it 

thin, scatter a tablespoon of whole unrefined sea  salt (or 

shoyu) on one side of a plate and dip slices of beef in this 

before eating — it tastes like steak. for those of us into 

more complex flavors a raw cheeseburger can be made by 

acquiring raw unsalted cheddar cheese or farmer’s  cheese 

and chopping into 1/2 inch cubes (see dairy); chop 1/4 to 1/2 

onion fine as well, and 4 - 8 ounces of raw beef: any steak, 

ground beef or favorite cut. mix beef, cheese and onion 

in a large spoon on the way to the mouth. // for beef eat-

ers, fat quickly becomes an issue — we notice that we eat 

the fattiest pieces first, and that we crave fat; this can be 

addressed somewhat by buying fatty cuts: cross rib roast, 

shoulder clod, t-bone steak, porterhouse steak or brisket. 
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some of these cuts may be a bit chewy for the novice beef 

eater, who may find ground beef easier to work with: ask 

the butcher to grind in some of his or her fat scraps for a 

less lean mix. 20, 30 or 40% fat can be exquisite — and the 

fat trim is often thrown away. there is one consideration 

for those of us who buy large cuts of beef to portion on 

our own: when cutting up fat, remove the lymph glands — 

pearly or light brown round bean like organelles about 

the size of a dime, tho thicker. these can cause unhappy re-

actions in those of us with heavy toxic or infectious loads 

— seldom serious, just unpleasant. better to cut them out. 

// do notice that grass-fed beef is natural beef. buy only 

grass-fed if interested in significant healing and cleans-

ing: the fats in conventional beef are not volatile enough 

to catalyze complete release of fat-soluble toxins from 

the liver; only grass-fed does. for those of us who really 

want fat, order plate meat along with a meatier cut, or 

order brisket, a very fatty cut super rich in collagen. // 

chewing the fat can be an issue for some of us — it’s not 

actually the fat but the connective tissue that is the is-

sue. ever notice how much native americans use rawhide as 

connectors? rawhide is, in many cases, strings of partially 

chewed mammal, as well as sinews. after chewing beef a 

while we find, in our mouths, a whitish gum that can be 

chewed completely until digested, but takes a long time. 

when dried this gum becomes clear, golden-brown rawhide: 

shapable while moist into a myriad of forms, and hard and 

resilient when dry. ejecting this gum as soon as the fats 

and blood are out of it may be useful. yet for those of us 

with serious digestive troubles it seems essential to chew 

this gum, at least the gum of the last piece of beef, and op-

timally on all beef eaten until completely gone. we often 
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feel a tingling of the gums when this happens — apparently 

signaling the balancing of the feedback loop between sali-

vary glands and pancreas. eaten in this fashion, beef yields 

very little, if any feces: it is simply 100% digested. // for 

reference, during the year when mycells ate only beef, 

eating three pounds a day was standard, feeding a 150 - 160 

pound humanimal. jack london writes in white  fang that a 

good-sized wolf, after a period of extreme hunger, can eat 

30 or 40 pounds of meat at a sitting. on occasions where 

mycells have eaten five to eight pounds a day of beef, the 

effect has been very positive. go deep. // see also: high meat.

beet kvass: [v : r : a-] : a traditional russian drink under-

stood to have healing properties. thru culturing, the rich 

minerals of beets are extracted into a refreshing sour, 

salty drink. a few tablespoons of daikon radish, or a few 

cloves of garlic are grated in as culture, at the bottom of 

a canning jar; beets are chopped in half inch slices, and 

added until the jar is 2/3 - 4/5 full. water is added to cover 

the beets, and a teaspoon or two of whole unrefined sea 

salt (celtic™ or eden™) per quart. cover tightly. shake 

well. place in a cupboard for two or three days, until the 

canning lid pops. let it progress another day or two: the 

kvass is now ready to drink. // mmmm. leave a little liquid 

in the bottom, maybe 1/8 of the jar, and refill the jar with 

water, above the level of the beets; move the jar to re-

frigeration; the culture will continue, yielding another 

batch in a few days, and perhaps several others. adding 

fresh beet chunks, and more salt, may keep it going indefi-

nitely. when the beets are pale, their goodness has been 

extracted and they can be too. periodically removing the 

faded pieces allows room for fresh fuel. some of us drink 

kvass by the quart and use half-gallon jars or ceramic 
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crocks to produce it in volume. like fresh vegetable juice 

or kombucha it can be a treasure to share with guests. // in 

any sealed ferment it is possible to grow something dan-

gerous, like botulism. if the kvass tastes metallic, throw 

it out. clean the jars and lids thoroughly (boiling works 

well), and replace the lids as often as necessary. gener-

ally, keeping sugar content low and salt content moder-

ate to high assures desirable culturing. do not grate the 

beets. grating releases too much sweet juice, creating an 

alcoholic fermentation. 1/4 to 1/2 inch slices seem to work 

well. if the kvass still tastes alcoholic, try using 3/4 inch 

cubes and more sea salt.

black pepper: [v : r : b] : pepper grows on trees, in the wind; 

its pungency benefits lung and colon conditions and helps 

clear dampness and mucus. red and white pepper are also 

useful. unfortunately some pepper is irradiated.frontier® 

— a common brand in natural food stores, is organic, sun-

dried and non-irradiated. invest in a small hand-held pep-

per mill (pepper grinder): hand grinding assures that the 

pepper is potent. the pepper mill can be used to grind other 

spices as well. in need, pepper can be ground in a suribachi 

— see the «gadgets and tools» appendix.

bladder: the organ partner of the kidneys. see kidneys. 

blood and bleeding: the liver rules the condition of the 

blood and the stomach and pancreas support its quality. 

spinach and mugwort (see rice: mochi) build the blood as 

do other iron rich foods: eggs and beef. the quality of 

the blood, and its toxicity, can be seen in the skin. // for 

internal or external bleeding there are many hemostats 

— substances which control or halt it. apple cider vinegar 

in water is a simple, common hemostat, powdered cayenne 

pepper is very effective as well; either drunk in water or 
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applied topically. // the quality of the blood is largely a 

function of its hemoglobin content — which allows for 

the transportation of oxygen in the blood. hemoglobin is 

chemically identical to chlorophyll — with the exception 

that its central atom is iron, not magnesium. green veg-

etables rich in chlorophyll and iron are thus ideal blood 

builders: see spinach and chard. chronic tension, includ-

ing tension-induced constipation can be traced back to the 

quality of the blood, which in taoist science is regulated by 

the liver, which also governs the sinews (muscles): enrich-

ing the blood allows it to nourish the muscular tissues 

and allow them to relax; thus chard and spinach release 

constipation.

body odor: the skin is one of the primary pathways of elimi-

nation and purifcation. cleaning our innards changes 

our smell. along the way, localized body odor can be con-

trolled by changing the ph of the micro-climate from which 

it emanates: wash the armpits with baking soda in water, 

or rub them with lemon. lemon produces a warm, alluring 

scent which blends with our own.

bone marrow: [o : r : a+] : in many indigenous traditions the 

bones are said to contain the life force of the animal or the 

power of a shaman. the bones of saints are often reported 

to catalyze miracles. much as the lungs exist at one phasic 

gateway — between air and liquid — the bones and bone 

marrow exist at another — between liquids and solids. as 

such they are metaphysically and physiologically highly 

significant. // the conjugation of fats within the bone mar-

row is unique and indescribably nurturing. the presence 

of undifferentiated cells — stem cells, much like the pro-

toplasm in fertile eggs — seems to encourage physiologi-

cal renewal like nothing else. i do not recommend cooked 
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bone marrow at all, but the raw marrow of beef, sheep, 

goat, deer and other ungulates can be eaten like cream 

cheese with a spoon. if the concentrated fat is too intense, 

mitigate it with the raw meat of that animal. shanks and 

femurs, cut in sections (optimally 3 inches or less) can be 

cleaned out with a small fork, spoon or knife. allowing 

the marrow to reach room temperature seems valuable, 

and overnight culturing can be valuable. while most meat 

loses its life force in freezing, marrow, if frozen only 

briefly, seems to do fairly well. if at all possible get it 

fresh, and enjoy. // note: much of the accessible marrow in 

mammals is the white marrow or yellow marrow; the red 

marrow can be sucked from porous sections of the bones, 

but does not yield significant volume. in chicken and other 

fowl, the case is reversed: red marrow is prominent and 

can be sucked from the bones once their ends are broken 

off; for best success break both ends of long bones be-

fore sucking. chew and swallow the ends as well.

bones: see joints.

bragg’s liquid aminos™: a common condiment used thruout 

health food culture, bragg’s tastes sweeter, lighter and 

less salty than shoyu, tamari or other soy sauces — and 

derives its salt from the soybeans themselves. rumor has 

it that bragg’s contains msg as a natural byproduct of its 

production, and thus works as a flavor intensifier. bragg’s 

claims that «the amount of msg present in our liquid aminos 

is so minuscule that it is virtually undetectable and insig-

nificant. we have never heard of anyone having an adverse 

msg reaction to bragg’s liquid aminos.»

brain: referred to as the sea of marrow, or sea of conscious-

ness in taoist literature, the brain is alleged to be 60% 

cholesterol; the richest sources of raw cholesterol for 
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rebuilding brain tissues are bone marrow,  eggs or animal 

brains. because the tissues of the brain require many com-

plex vitamins and minerals, a whole body approach to brain 

regeneration seems necessary: one rich in amino acids, vi-

tamin b12 and trace minerals. a raw beef diet supplemented 

with rich fats from either raw bone marrow or raw eggs, 

and bioavailable vitamins and minerals from raw liver or 

raw green juices (especially parsley) seems to provide this. 

by the wisdom of traditional people and animals of many 

stripes and forms, the liver is the most nutrient dense or-

gan of any animal, and facilitates our own regeneration 

most completely.

broccoli: [v : r : b+] : a member of the cabbage family, broc-

coli has a high content of vitamin c and is useful in healing 

skin conditions. broccoli can be juiced productively, and 

provides both chlorophyll and vitamins in quantity. some 

of the best substance in broccoli is in its stem — once the 

woody outer layer is removed from the stalk, the core is 

soft, sweet and tasty, much like kohlrabi. broccoli is known 

to contain phytochemicals (non-nutrient plant-based bioac-

tive compounds) useful in fighting cancer, including sul-

furophane — which is known to suppress the pathogenic 

bacterium h pylori — a common stomach irritant which is 

linked to stomach cancer. take broccoli juice by the cup 

three times per day on an empty stomach. diabetics may no-

tice a decrease in insulin need if following this practice, 

and a regularization of blood sugar levels.

brussels sprouts: [v : r : c+, b+] : a very sulfurous member of 

the cabbage family with tremendous healing powers. rich 

in vitamins or minerals, brussels sprouts can be eaten raw 

like turnips, juiced or steamed. if steamed, add dried sea 

vegetabled during the last few minutes of steaming, or try 
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brussels sprouts with raw vinegar or butter as a meal of 

their own.

building and cleansing: many of us are simultaneously un-

dernourished and packed with toxins: we thus seem to face 

a two-headed challenge: building and cleansing. the pro-

cesses are in some ways opposite — adding and subtract-

ing — and the balancing of those processes is individually 

unique: each of us is capable of emotionally prioritizing 

and actively navigating the maze of self-repair. // altho 

many of us imagine that a vegetarian diet will purify us, my 

experience differs. my sense is that vegetarianism, more 

accurately, veganism, allows us to rein in certain out-of-

control metabolic cycles. there is mounting testimony that 

a purely vegetarian (vegan) diet will halt and reverse can-

cer. cancer is uncontrolled growth. cancer is the loss of 

recognition of the context of our activity. veganism ends 

that. it places us humbly in the web of life as emotional 

participants, dependent on the blessings of our fellow 

species. as part of a vegan program i recommend digestive 

renewal, and the use of kombucha, an immune stabilizer 

and metabolic aid, and floressence (aka essiac) a gentle 

native american herbal formula shown repeatedly to heal 

cancer. for me, each of these was necessary, metabolically, 

to turn spirals into circles; each allowed me hormonally 

to self-reference, self-regulate and productively self-

orient. // the emphasis here, in the final raw omnivorous 

diet, is on juiced green vegetables and whole animal foods. 

the former provide cleansing, the latter building. the bal-

ance for each of us is unique and changing: each of us can 

modulate our own building and cleansing with varying de-

grees of sensitivity — a sensitivity which increasingly re-

fines as we complete various stages of our purification and 
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renewal. // mycells were sufficiently starved as a vegan 

as to make cleansing green foods seem unattractive; with 

the exception of spirulina, which is also rich in protein 

and fat, and certain other sea  vegetables; the purgative 

qualities of raw greens were unattractive to a cellular 

collective desperately in need of rebuilding. the even-

tual compromise, and last chapter in the vegan book for 

me, was the integration of a diet with maximum building and 

cleansing properties [see sprout  salads]. nonetheless, 

my real cleansing only began after years, and i do mean 

years, of eating substantial volumes of raw animal fat. 

// the omnivorous pattern which has asserted itself com-

bines oscillating polarities, used alternatively: alkalizing 

green vegetable juices and acidifying kombucha. extremely 

cleansing raw eggs and building raw beef. both sets of 

drinks are vitamin rich and highly assimilable. both sets 

of food are protein and fat rich, and vitamin and mineral 

dense. but the eggs and the green juices have a definite 

cleansing effect. kombucha tends to be appetite stimulat-

ing and the beef meets that hunger. each of us can learn to 

modulate our own building and cleansing merely by listen-

ing to the voice of ourcells, eating bioactive and probiotic 

foods, and allowing ourcells to cycle thru profound emo-

tional states. // sometimes dietary cycles and oscillations 

occur within a single day; juice in the morning, kombucha at 

noon, juice at night. eggs in the morning, then beef, then 

eggs. sometimes day-to-day, week-to-week, month-to-month, 

or year-to-year. mycells found one year on beef and wa-

ter extremely stable and productive. just beef and water 

for 50 weeks of the year (two weeks on salmon and water, 

when beef was unavailable. a few drops of lemon juice in 

water to make it more assimilable. during another year, 
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variation was common: raw chicken, raw fish and raw beef 

played leading roles during different seasons. this year 

beef and egg meals alternate, with either green vegetable 

juice, silicated water or kombucha as liquid meals. as vari-

ous symptoms and body parts heal — skin, throat, lungs, 

liver — various different vegetables present themselves 

as the ones to juice. as the various seasons of the year 

invite us to different intensities and types of activities, 

ourcells entrain instinctively. healing with whole foods 

(paul pitchford; north atlantic books, berkeley) seems a 

wonderful resource for confirming the wisdom of body 

choices within a seasonal taoist model of activity. // see 

also: digestive renewal and middle path.

burping, farting and spitting: burping, farting and spitting 

are normal, sick and wrong. all of them point to distressed 

digestion or respiration. see digestive renewal.

c:

cabbage: [v : r : b+] : extremely useful for rejuvenating the 

colon and the skin; drink as juice (thinned with celery) or 

make into sauerkraut. useful as a poultice on wounds and 

skin eruptions — helps keep wounds sterile and allows 

them to heal well. very rich in sulfur , vitamin c and vitamin 

u, and in lactobacillus.

canola: [v : r : b] : a strain of rape seed. rape seed oil has 

been used for millennia as a cooking oil in india. tho some 

question its nutritional worth — as those who use it tend 

to have specific mineral deficiencies — others are using 

it medicinally: a two part extract from rape and olive oils 

comprise lorenzo’s oil, shown to prevent some forms of 

neurological breakdown.

carob: [v : r : b] : when the biblical prodigal son was down and 

out, he ate the «husks that the swine did eat» — the gooey, 
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proteinaceous pods of the carob tree. carob can be a natu-

ral, self-sweetened chocolate replacer, supplementally 

sweetened well with barley malt. carob has a favorable 

potassium / sodium balance, is rich in b vitamins, contains 

no caffeine or theobromine (as does cocoa) and requires no 

alkali processing (which cocoa often does). carob is also 

known as «locust bean» and is the source of locust bean 

gum, a natural binding agent. see treehugger trail mix.

carrot: [v : c, b] : rich in beta-carotene (pro-vitamin a) and 

known to work as a vermifuge and hormonal balancer, and 

to benefit vision, carrots are a common, well-loved food. 

because they tend to soak up toxins, use organic ones. car-

rots tend to lose their sweetness in storage and to become 

woody and flavorless; scratch a carrot near its base with 

a fingernail and sniff to determine if it’s still sweet. car-

rots are a favorite among juice folks, yet, like fruit, tends 

to be too sweet for long term use. if using in juice, use 

abundant celery and parsley or broccoli for balance. for 

those of us leaving sweeteners and grains, carrots, sim-

mered with parsnips in 1/4 inch of water, covered, yield a 

delicious sweet syrup; a fine breakfast food.

celery: [v : r : b+] : among the most useful of vegetables, cel-

ery has both building and cleansing qualities and benefits 

many imbalances. it is rich in silica, encourages electro-

lyte balance and hydration, and reverses many pathogenic 

conditions. use celery for thirst, heat, dampness and as 

the base for green vegetable juice.

chard: [v : r : b] : similar to spinach in its richness of chloro-

phyll and iron, chard seems slightly lower in oxalic acid 

and thus more useful to those of us who are significantly 

malnourished and thus sensitive to disruptions in calci-

um metabolism. to lessen the oxalic acid content, eat the 
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leaves but not the stalks. swiss chard, with the white stalk, 

seems milder and more appropriate for the malnourished 

than chard with a red stalk. chard can be lightly steamed 

[c+] and vinegared — be sure to drink the juice. raw chard 

can be juiced [b+], and used as a blood builder and laxative.

cheese: see dairy. see also farmer’s cheese. 

chemical imbalances: mineral imbalances have been cor-

related with several psychiatric dysfunctions including 

paranoid schizophrenia, multiple personality disorder, at-

tention deficit hyperactivity disorder (adhd) and bipolar 

disorder. chemical imbalances, at the level of neurotrans-

mitters or hormones, are often considered genetic or 

structural; physicians ignorant of the nutritional bases 

of neurotransmitter and hormone formation often miss 

a much more addressable context: that zinc and manga-

nese deficiencies or skewed blood copper levels may be 

to blame, arising from drinking water from copper pipes, 

compromised digestion, birth control pills, or the absence 

of zinc, manganese and essential fatty acids in the diet. 

consult the pfeiffer clinic: www.hriptc.org, visit www.al-

ternativementalhealth.com or consider the nutri-spec™ 

metabolic balancing program offered by some chiroprac-

tors and md’s interested in nutrition-based healing: http://

www.royalrife.com/hbal.html — many so-called mental ill-

nesses, behavioral disorders and chemical imbalances are 

completely nutritional, and temporary — if addressed.

chicken: [o : r : c, a] : chicken contains abundant fat and 

easily assimilable protein. an easy introduction to raw 

chicken is raw chicken soup [a], which is particularly use-

ful for respiratory infections: cut the meat and skin off 

a chicken leg by severing the ends of the tendons with a 

sharp knife, and sliding the blade along the bones. cut the 
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meat and skin into 3/4” cubes. add one pint of warm water 

to a blender and one silica capsule. chop up either 1/16 on-

ion, 1 green onion or 1/2 clove of garlic and add to water. 

chop up one stalk of celery and add to water. add chicken 

to water, close top, and blend on high, on liquefy, until 

the blender stops making chopping sounds. drink like a 

milkshake. makes one small serving; double or triple this 

recipe as necessary. extra credit: chop both ends off the 

leftover chicken bones with a butcher knife and suck the 

marrow [a+]. advanced option: make the soup without the 

veggies, as a chicken shake. once comfortable with the raw 

chicken and marrow, buy a whole chicken and eat it raw, in-

cluding the organs and bones. start with the liver just like 

a wild animal. // for those of us preferring a quick cooked 

chicken soup [c], use the same ingredients. bring the water 

to a simmer and add 1/2 teaspoon whole  unrefined sea salt. 

crack the bones with a mallet or butcher knife. add the 

vegetables and allow to simmer 1 minute. turn off the heat 

and add the chicken and bones. cover the pot and allow to 

stand for 10 minutes. the hot water will cook the chicken 

above 160º, killing all bacteria; the flesh will remain juicy. 

the bones are to be sucked and spit out. extra credit: add 

one heaping teaspoon of miso to the soup when adding the 

chicken; stir the soup well before serving [c+]. makes one 

small serving: double or triple this recipe as necessary. // 

baked chicken [c] can be useful as well. buy chicken wings, 

which are delightfully fatty. salt very lightly with whole 

unrefined  sea salt and place on a bed of chopped onions 

and celery in a glass baking dish. if desired, lightly powder 

the wings with cumin, coriander or fresh ground pepper. 

raise an oven to 250 and allow the chicken to bake for 15 

minutes, crisping the skin; lower the temperature to 200 
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and allow to bake for an hour to an hour and a half. the 

chicken will have released significant fat into the onions 

and celery which can be extracted, once the dish is cooled 

down, by adding water and swirling around. baked chicken 

can also be prepared without the initial crisping, with the 

dish covered with a lid, baked for two hours. // baked chick-

en wings can be eaten in volume and seem to be fairly well 

metabolized — unlike cooked beef. simply baked chicken 

is particularly useful in winter, and for those of us who 

are extremely thin or deficient after years of veganism. 

cooked chicken allows us a fairly good degree of clarity, 

and sufficient groundedness to participate in the sched-

uled economy. // see also: high meat.

chlorophyll: a magnesium-centered molecule in plants 

which facilitates the translation of sunlight into usable 

energy; its adjunct in animals is hemoglobin (the same mol-

ecule with iron as its hub) which facilitates the transla-

tion of oxygen into usable energy. see blood or spinach.

cleansing:  see building and cleansing.

coconut oil / cocoa butter: [v : r : b+] : the oil of the co-

conut is extremely digestible and was only promoted as 

dangerous because it competes with corn and soybean oil, 

to which it is far superior. both cooked and raw, coconut 

oil is useful. it can be obtained minimally processed (with 

fibers strained out) from spectrum™, at low cost. because 

it congeals at room temperature, many raw foodists use it 

as a spread, which is both fatty and sweet. coconut oil is 

also an excellent skin-care product and massage oil.

cold: for those of us who are chronically cold, eating all 

of our food, particularly liquids, warmed to body tempera-

ture may be important, particularly if drunk in volume. fats 

provide warmth to the body, whether animal or vegetable, 
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cooked or raw. chronic coldness can also be a function of 

kidney health; see kidneys.

colds / flus: keeping warm, particularly the ears, feet and 

neck, seems important. to expel colds and flus, europeans 

find sweating effective, thru the use of voluminous hot 

herbal tea and hot baths (followed by rest). mycells have 

also found the following recipes useful: raw chicken  

soup, cooked chicken soup, guacamole onion wrap, nori  

california hand roll with onion, garlic or horseradish, 

miso soup, salsa, cultured salsa, juiced parsnips and on-

ions, and celery juice with onion. for a more in depth look 

at respiratory health, see lungs.

colon: (large intestine) functions to resorb water from the 

digestive fluids, resorb the salts secreted into the small 

intestine, and to absorb nutrients. the bacterial flora of 

the large intestine includes e. coli, acidophilus, and oth-

ers. as these bacteria digest and ferment leftover food, 

they secrete beneficial chemicals such as vitamin k, biotin 

(a b vitamin), and some amino acids, and are our main source 

of some of these nutrients. there are other bacteria, 

yeasts and fungi in the colon which can become overgrown 

and block our metabolism of nutrients, or excrete toxic 

metabolic byproducts which appear in us as systemic dis-

ease symptoms. see dampness and digestive  renewal.

colostrum: [o : r : a] : a highly probiotic, mineral and enzyme 

rich fluid expressed from breasts of lactating mammals — 

before giving milk. colostrum is understood to be the mate-

rial transference of immunity from mother to child. it has 

been highly effective against a spectrum of diseases as an 

immunoresuscitant. it is now available by the quart or pint 

from organic, grass-fed dairies like organic pastures™. my-

cells found it incredibly useful, and made it into a natural 
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colostrum yogurt — an air-cultured or self- cultured ke-

fir: place colostrum in a clean glass jar and cover with 

a cloth, allow to stand at room temperature for one day. 

drink the thick sour yogurt, and feel better.

congee: (see rice > rice water)

constipation: see blood.

corn: [v : r : b,c] : despite the hype, the native americans of 

the southwest who went to a corn-based diet after the ani-

mals thinned out, died (the anthropological record at the 

cliff dwellings shows). dried corn may be less damaging 

then wheat if, and only if, it is prepared traditionally, with 

lime (the stone, not the fruit); a specific amino acid rela-

tionship makes this necessary. raw corn on the cob seems 

far more edible than the dried grain products. // corn has 

been a primary source of animal feed for centuries; after 

world war two, when there were huge surpluses, it was 

repackaged as a human food via corn flour (masa harina) 

and corn oil margarine — a disaster. corn seems to be less 

allergenic than wheat at least, and to be a good source of 

fiber, tho an incomplete protein. // blue corn has a much 

higher protein content than yellow or white and is avail-

able in a fairly whole form: garden of eatin’™ blue corn 

chips, a friend to the vegan traveler, and dip stick for the 

hungry. // popcorn is a favorite of young and old, so here 

is a recipe: optimally, air pop a large batch of popcorn and 

use the butter cup for warming olive or flax oil to body 

temperature. put the popcorn in a doubled, large, clean 

paper grocery bag and slightly roll down the edges. mix 

in oil, shoyu or bragg’s, fresh chopped garlic, and nutri-

tional yeast powder (red star maxi-flake), and shake vigor-

ously, while holding the top closed, until the popcorn is 

coated. oil first. then shoyu or bragg’s™. then garlic. then 
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powder. (if air popping is not an option, use a large pan, 

pot or wok with a cover; the trick is to add enough oil to 

completely cover a tablespoon of kernels with oil and al-

low the communication of heat from pan to corn quickly and 

conclusively. too much heat and the oil burns. too little 

heat and the kernels harden without popping. just right 

heat and oil and the kernels all pop at about the same time 

and can be dumped out before burning. use olive oil or 

canola oil for pan popping and shake the pan constantly. 

finish as above.) time the preparation process so that the 

instant you are finished you can make it to a movie theater, 

and enjoy the warm popcorn with a friend. (large love to 

jame, and the bijou art cinema.)

cramps: cramping is often a function of electrolyte balance 

and the condition of the liver. see pain as well. 

crohn’s disease: is successfully treated in israel using raw 

camel’s milk. the most similar american animals are llamas 

and alpacas, which are increasingly common as farm ani-

mals, both for their fur, and as guard animals for sheep.

cucumber: [v : r : b] : the cooling, detoxifying cucumber is use-

ful for skin irritations, summer heat, and expelling worms. 

it can be eaten in volume and applied to skin directly. for 

skin conditions, the juice and chopped flesh work well 

(drunk or applied as a pack); alone or in combination with 

cabbage. sadly, many cucumbers are waxed with inedible 

substances, according to the university of florida: about a 

dozen compounds are used for waxing (including bees wax, 

cotton seed oil, mineral oil, paraffin, petroleum wax, and 

rice bran wax). if you choose not to buy vegetables because 

they are waxed, please tell the produce manager how he or 

she is losing your business, and make unwaxed fruits and 

vegetables more common.
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